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Union Offices 
We have heard much in the past about 
'Varsity pirit, and we will hear much 
about it jn the future; and at the present 
time we oceasionally hear yague murmurs 
of it-mainly in eonnection with the 
support giyen by students to 'Yarsity 
functions. 8ome functions, of course, 
have met with unbounded suecess; but 
('oncernin~ the support giwn hy students 
to others-ffell, we hold a disereet silenc·P. 
But the main inspiration of this diatribe 
c·omes from a different source-the elec-
tions held in third term last year. Tt is in 
such eleetiorn; that one perceives most 
clearly the general spirit of the student 
hody. Those of last year gaYe good cause 
for complaint Considerable lack of 
interest was shown in the geueral meet-
i11gs of the lesser Societies; and the 
opinions of many of those present were 
swayed hy personal prejudices, openly 
expressed JWeYious to the meetings. Tn 
one or two cases, flippancy i;endered tl1e 
rneeting:s a farce. 
In thP Plections for more important 
offices, ffippane,v "·as certainly absent, but 
a more serious defect came to the surface. 
Indications of jealousy between the var-
ious sections of the student body were in 
PYidence. First tl1ere was the jealousy 
hetween Collegians and Extra-Collegiates; 
and next-and equally important, if not 
more so-the jealousy between the Col-
leges themselves. And so it may be of 
yalue to attempt to define our re la ti ve 
positions. 
Both · Collegians and Extra-Collegiate" 
have their contribution to make to the 
'Yarsity life, but both are inter-dependent 
The Collegians, living a corporate life. 
haYe a far greater opportunity of assisting 
in social and sporting activities; but they 
are not therefore entitled to assume con-
trol o t Union affairs generally. lndeed, 
they are numerically in the minority. Bu1. 
on the other hand, superior numbers de> 
not entitle the Bxtra-Collegiates to take 
charge of affairs. Both sections must 
work together in matters of common 
interest. 
Then, between the Colleges themselves, 
the1·e is no place for jealousy in Union 
affairs. Jealousy here arises from the 
mistaken view that the importance of a 
College in University life is to be measured 
by the number of offices which its individ-
ual members hold. But a College's im-
portance is to be judged rather by the 
eontribution it makes as a corporate body. 
Space does not permit us to enlarge on 
this theme; and the mere mention of the 
subject should at this stage be sufficient. 
And now it rests with us to see that a 
true sense of values with regard to 
'Yarsity life generally be sought by all 
sections, and that for the future we work 
in these, not independently for our own 
supposed interests, but together for the 
common welfare. 
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The House of the Soul. 
In a far land, beyond t1ie rosy hi1ls of 
the lhornmg and tlie s11ve1· mountams oi 
the moon, beyoncl tlie realms of ::::>pace anu 
'l'ime, lies the Lancl of Galm, w11erein is 
tl1e .l:'alace of tJ1e ~oms. H is a comely 
palace, surpassing in beauty any of the 
dwellings of the Kings oi men, ancl it is 
filled with the ahiclmg peaeernlness ano 
the shining radiance oi tlic ldeal beauty. 
Yet to this great ed1fice there are but two 
doors. The name of one door is the Door 
of Birth, and the name of the other doo1· 
is the Door of Death. }..;very soul must 
pass through the Door of Birth once, and 
when it does a child comes crying imo t11e 
world. Yet every soul shall enter tnrough 
the Door of Death, and wlieu it does, a 
poor mortal goes wailing from the world 
of men. During its exile from the Palace 
-0f the Souls, in its passage from one door 
to the other, it shall see in the beauty of 
the earth glimmeri!lgs of the Bec.uty that 
it has left i..i its dwelling place in th8 Land 
.of Calm. 
That is the vision that Plato, Clll'ist 
and Shelley saw and Rang. They saw it 
shining and clear as the full moon in a 
cloudless sky, but to many of us the vision 
dwindles and vanislie:.;, hid in the rolling 
blackness of the cloud whose name is 
Doubt. -Ne pai11fully peer, trying to 
pierce the mist and gain the vision be-
yond, but we fail, for the darkness is not 
before our eyes, but behind them, hid in 
the uooks and crannies of our brains. Yet 
we must press forward, ever striving to 
pierce through the exhalations of our 
troubled intellects, for man would lear..1 
the answer to the question that none can 
answer but Death. But there is help and 
consolation for us, if we but hearken to 
the sayings of those who search after the 
Ideal Beauty, and to whom MankinJ has 
given th3 name of Poet. Let us turn to 
them, and see what they can tell us of the 
three great questions of Doubt, Faith, an<l 
tl1e Necessity of Evil. 
Rrlfo:ion is an emotion, something 
which comes more through the feelings 
than the understanding. Reason helps 
me not, and yet brick piled upon brick, 
the sunlight streaming through a stained-
g lass window, a ir p assing through an 
organ pipe, the scraping of horse-hair on 
a violin sning, help my halting feet to 
the presence or Goel, so let me never cease 
to love and praise 
the high embowed ro of , 
With antick pillars mas.sy proof, 
And storied windows richly dight, 
Casting a dim religious light. 
lt is only lie wlio has doubted who shall 
know I•'aith. Lie "·ho would stand upon 
the heights pressed by the foet o[ the 
Deity, shall first pass through the valle.Y 
of doubt. It shall be sung of him, as it 
was sung of Hallam that he was one 
In many a subtle question yersed, 
Who touch'd a jarring lyre at tirst, 
But ever strove to make it true : 
Perplext in faith, but pure in deeds, 
At last he beat his music out. 
There lives rn o.·e faith in hone.it douht, 
Believe me, than in half the creeds. 
What shall he said of the eYil that is in 
the world~ 'rlie :::aYa'"e taken into llie 
operating .theatre, erie~l out against the 
cruelty of the :-nugeon who applied the 
knife to the eanrer of the patient. We all 
unite in the praise of virtu(', and yet there 
is only y:_l'tne wliel'e there is evil. "We 
know light, heeansc we know darkness. 
Compassion ear. only exist where there is 
mise~y; pity can oi'1ly exist where there 
are objects of pity. Or as Blake has it: 
Mercy could be nu more 
If there was nobody poor. 
And Pity no more could be, 
If all were happy as we. 
And Misery's increase 
Is Mercy, Pity, Peace. 
As fire follows the impact of flint upon 
steel, so do the virtui"s flasl1 from tlit> 
clashing of vice upon vice. Tf the W'OTlcl 
were perfect there would be no vice, hut 
there would also be no Yirtue. If yon 
would see a wol'ld where all is perfect, 
turn to Goldsmith's story of Asem. 
It has always seemed to me a most PlF-
poseless thing for a man without faith to 
willingly destroy the faith of ano.tJier, H 
he succeeds, lie but makes two men P\),Pl' 
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]n:;:tead of one. W. H. Davies neatly and 
rever£-ntly embodies that sentiment: 
Lord, I say nothing; I profess 
No faith in Thee nor Christ Thy Son: 
Yet no man ever heard me mock 
A true believing one. 
Now let us add a word on that wxed 
·subject, science and religion. The plnase 
nenr fails to excite and i~cite a crnwcl 
of shrieking scribblers, as gum-blossoms 
never fail to gather a crowd of jabbering 
parrots. The real men of science haYe no 
quanel wit!' the real men of religion. The 
seeking of knowledge itself is an act of 
worship; a bench in a laboratc1·y may ·well 
be an altar. The man who pits science 
against relig·ion is an ignorant man, usu-
ally well verned in Ingersoll 's "::\rif;takes 
of l\Ioses," and tl1e works of Joseph 
:McCabe. The man wl10 pits religion 
ngainst science is usually a man whose 
l1ca(I is as im;)ervious to a new idea as a 
turtle's back is to a pin prick. 
We hear a lot about tl1e agnostics who 
turn to the faith when they are on their 
l>ed of cleatl1. That 11I1ay or may not b~ 
true, but yet it is understandable. vVe find 
it Jiard to wean ourselves from the be-
liefs we learnt at our mothers' knees. The 
thoughts of men commonly tur11 bae;k to 
e;hildhood, when they are about to leave 
this world. ·we e\'en find Llanly, whose 
works seem to point tlrnt he looked upon 
mankind as flies tortm·ecl hy the wanton 
Gods, wistfully turning bac l~ to « hilclhood 
and its stories and longing for tile serene 
faith that the child possesses. 
Christmas Eve, and twelve of the clock. 
"Now they are all on their knees," 
An elder said as we sat in a flock 
By the embers in hearthside ease. 
'Ne pictured the meek mild creatures wl:ere 
They dwelt in their strawy pen, 
Nor did it occur to one of us there 
To doubt they were kneelir.g then. 
So fair a fancy few would weave-
In these years! Yet, I fee-1, 
If some one said on Christmas Eve, 
"Come; see the oxen kneel 
"In the lonely barton by yonder coom t 
Our childhood used to know," 
I should go with him in the gloom, 
Hoping it might be so. 
.And, I tl1ink. so Y\Onld we all. 
A. K. THO!\lSO>.. 
DECE~IBER. 
A greyness touched the window gla.ss; 
The golden lights flowed from the pane; 
The clay g1ew white with sweeping rain; 
"'iVhite mountains stood to watch it pass 
An hour ago. 
And now, on miles of dripping grass 
The sun-rays flash again. 
Across the road the runnels flow, 
Above, the skies are blue and bright. 
Blue mountains dreaming in the light 
Of sunset-glow. 
A wind far-spreading its unrest, 
vVeaves into subtle harmonies 
The quick wet gleams of :Jlowing trees, 
And Planting sunbeams from the west. 
Z. RT II T!LES. 
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The Proof 
·we Wt:I'e sitting comfo1·tably in the 
lounge one morning, when M:u~·ison burst 
in upon us. One glimpse of him-it was 
a confused vision 'Of dishevelment and 
blood-was enough to bring us to our feet. 
He stood in the doorway, pa_nting and 
wild. and although we realised after the 
fi r-;:t moment of shock that he was neither 
so dishevelled nor so bloody as lie had 
·eemed, he \\·as still a wilder figure than 
on!'-' expects to find in a quiet hguse-party. 
li e was hleeding a little from a scratch on 
the 11-rist, and in his hand was a ~:apier 
tha t had eYidently been snatched from a 
wall. 
J\lrn·ison himself was the first to speak. 
" Well, that settles it!" he panted, not 
v.-it hout a note of triumph. 
" Tl1e ghost!" two or three of us ex-
elaimed, our thoughts flying back to a 
ronYersation a few nights old. 
" Yes, the ghost,'' said Mnrison in a 
tone that plainly im])lied "What did 
tell you?' ' 
' · -\Yhat on earth has happened ?'' 
Mnrison collapsed rather ostentatiously 
into a chair. "Exactly what I told yon," 
he said; "attacked me again as I was 
cr ossing the hall. I rather hoped for thi:-;. 
Yon wonldn 't belieYe in the wretched ghost 
until you ha(l proof." His tone 1Yas of a 
martyr as lie added pathetically, "I hop e 
you are satisfied.'' 
1~nn in the face of proof as it seemed. 
there were doubters among us, and for the 
most part, even in t11e performance of 0111· 
polite d:1ty as Mnrison 's g·uests we could 
not hring our:-;e]yes to do more than sym-
p athise uncertainly and concur with 
Thomson's opinion that it was "pretty 
cheeky for a ghost-in broad daylight!" 
"Yon take:>. good deal of persuading,' ' 
said :\fnrison wii11 some heat. 
He could hardly blame us for onr scrn-
t icism. \Ve 1-·new that he had an almost 
affectionate intrrest in the supernatural. 
that ghosts ,,-ere a hohhv with Jiirn. \\Tr 
knew, too, that not a breath of scandal 
blew upon the fair and uneventful his-
tory of Murison 's newlv-acquired Manor 
House in spite of its undoubted antiquitv: 
and that, ·with such a defect upon it, ·only 
an unusual aggregation of other vil'tuc.> 
could have persuaded Murison to resign 
an old determination to buy a ghost, and 
take the place. 
He had not been happy when hi8 :1'.rientl:-; 
had inquired for the ghost at first, but 
when we arrived upon the scene J\luri8on 
had reached a somewhat 8Urprisi11g stage 
of looking grim and keeping silent when-
ever the presumably non-existent spectre 
was mentioned. If i1e hoped to whet orn· 
curiosity he was Yery successful. ~\ fe11· 
nights before, he had succumbed to onr 
i)ersistence and had told a story that 
would have been disturbing· if we had not 
known our M:urison. 
"Why ask~" he said. "You won't be-
lieve me. You have come here convinced 
that your slumbers simply cannot be dis-
turbed. \V ell-far be it from me to spoil 
your security, but if you will have it- th e 
house is undoubtedly haunted. Allll what 
is more, not by one oE your p1nel~- orna-
mental spook8. Do you know, l Jiave twiee 
fought for my life since 1 came here . . . 
The Thing carries a sword-rather for -
tunately for me, because that happern; to-
hc about the only 11·eapon I coqlcl reason -
ably defend myself with-you know thaL 
I fence a bit.'' 
He relapsed into his mysterious silence 
until some derisiYc inquiries stirred him 
to speech again. 
"I tell you, " he went on, "I dare not 
enter the hall-that seems to be its par-
ticular beat-without weapons at hand. 
You may haYe noticed that the!'(' arc 
rapiers near eYer.r door. BelieYe me, J 
need them." 
The affair rested there except for th " 
ineYitable banter that followed what we 
laughingly dismissed as the unintentional 
ronfession of a weakness hy our host, and 
h:v the time that J\[urison, dishevellrd and 
hleedinp:, burst in at tl1e door we had 
nearly forgotten tl1c whole matter. 
After that incident, I went upstairs with 
Jew Jett. 
"Of course, it's all a ioke,'' 1 said 
"Determined beggar, J\Iurison," he J' r-
plied tho11ghtfnlly. 
Naturallv. at lnncl1, t11e subject revived. 
lVIurison preserYecl his silence, which was 
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.effective enough, until, at the end of a 
.comfortable meal, he exclaimed, with just 
the wrong accent of ill-usage, "The house 
is beeomin g im possi bi e ! '' 
"Hang it all, llenry," protested Jewlett, 
"Ghosts simply don't do these things in 
the morning. lt 's like lia Ying a eigar 
before breakfast.'' 
}Iurison shrugged as if to say, "You 
saw what happened this morning," ;111cl 
i:mid aloud, "You don't mean to aeeuse 
me of haYing a l1abit of l:itahhing myself 
before lunch, do you?'' 
He held up l1is \Hist. 
"Well," interposed }frs. Brangley, 
cheerfully, "1£ we ha,·e to ehoo;.;e between 
hro forms of i11sanity, I think. it is OJ!lY 
fair to gh-e om host t 11 e benefit of t lt e 
doubt." 
::\Inrison smiled. "I do not pretend to 
any great degree of eournge, hut iC liari.g-
ing about the hall \\·ill proYoke rn:v u11,.;:1-
ciable spook to anotl1er clispla,\- of fire-
works, I think I can promise you fnrtl1er 
proof before you lean. ] only hope 1he 
brute will choose a time \rhen you al'e all 
present to see.'' 
:i\Iurison certainl.'· kept his 1rnrd so far 
as his own eff01·ts we1·e concerned. l le 
haunted his own hall \\·ith such persistence 
that 11is meaning must li::we heen olwious 
to the most obtuse phantom. 'I'l:omson 
·even reported that he had oYerheai·d him 
making defiant noises rather shyly. 
It seemed to us only fair that we sl1011ld 
<lo our part. J\Inrison was devoting his 
days and niglits fo1· oue henefit, presnrn-
ably at some risk to himself. \Ve anangecl, 
therefore, that there should always he 
ome one of us either in the hall or within 
call so that these efforts of our host 
might not be wasted in the end. We in-
tended to be in at the death; without, of 
course, anticipating that it would be Mmi-
son 's or anyone else's. 
His persistence hegan to carry some 
conviction however. Wisely, perhaps, he 
made no furtl1e1· effort to convince us by 
argument, 
"I know," he \\'Ould say, "seeing is be-
lieving. I would take the same attitude 
in your place." And meanwhile he 1Yent 
on haunting the hall with a regularity and 
thoroughness that the most experienced 
·ghost might have envied. 
Nothing happened. Vv e all felt a "·eari-
ness at the comedy that we tried politely 
to hide. The comedy had fallen to farce 
by the eve 0£ our departure. Brangley, 
with an unmmal adventure into irony, 
mildly suggested that perl1aps the ghost 
had been too badl~- damaged in t lie last 
enco1uter. Murison looked gloomy and 
began to apologise 1'01· the shortcomi 1w;H 
of his phaHtom witlt flU('h si11('e1·it.v that 
for the moment 11·e almost lwlieHd him. 
\\Te noticed, too, that tl1c quietness of he 
enemy did not bctrny him into rc('kl t>ss -
ness. l le always kept l1is gl'ound 1ww· a 
door and the rapiers. 
rl'homson ga1·e a toast after the last 
dinner. "Oh-er-Murison, old man.·· he 
said cheerfully, "'Long life to tlw-e"--
ghost story." 
We were packi11g next morning, when 
there 11·as a loud flhont in Bnrnglcy's 1u t1t· ~ 
and something like a S('ream i11 his 1riie ·s. 
}Iy own .first thought-perhaps tliis glinst 
business was getting on our iw1·,·cs-was 
thwt the> Bra11gle.'· 's room was at the head 
of the stair-case, and c·omrnandecl a Yie11· 
of almost the wltolc 0£ the hall. I 1·rn .. J1('(l 
into the gallery that runs arouml tlt ree 
sides of the gl'eat chamber. 'I'he Bni rw:-
leys and one or two others who had t'ore-
stalled me were grouped at the head of 
tbe staircase gazing in honor down i'ito 
the hall itself. 
I looked down. 
rrhere, below, 11·as }lurison, fight ing i"ul' 
his life. I don't think it occurred to us 
that lie might he mad , -1 [e 1rns in t he 
midst of tile room, a set look upon his fa< ·e , 
his hair tossed a little: and i1J his l1and 
a flashing rapier. 
He took no notice of us spectators: 11 is 
eyes were fixed on something \\·e (·oul<l not 
see. I heard :i\frs. Hrangley 11·l1isper nn-
steadily to her husband, ''Can yon see 
it?" He shook his head; hut ::VI uriso11 liacl 
won. We were all there, watC'hing rapt l,v. 
and we all heliernd. ' 
Murison had said that he fenC'ed a litt le; 
we knew that he was 1rn expl'l't with the 
foils, but we had neYer seen an)·thing like 
the Murison we belielcl at that moment. 
Balanced lightly, he was plnyinL\' his un-
seen opponent with an case all(l a grace 
that would have been exquisite to 11·a t11h 
but for tl1e expression upon his face. He 
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i;eemed to l'ealise that in thii; unequal com-
bat his lile was .the stake. 
l::lwiftly thrusting, deHJy panyi11g, lie 
wa., giYing grouuu; ma lung an incii ur 
two uccas1011ally ffitlt a 1 l('lUlls lunge, 11e 
fell lJatk again pn~se11tJy. I Jis S\\' 01-ct \nts 
like tlie ligl11ning all(L the 1·a111, Lut slill 
he r etreated. 
l -ow 11e was opposite ilt2 stm1y doo1·, 
and- "Huu!" er.ied J ewlett, i.:iYolunlar-
il,r. lJis c:r.r ended in a gasp as .Jluns ::m ':; 
1\·eapon Ile\1- a dozen feet tltrough tl1e air 
from 11is hand and fell agai11st the wall 
wi th a clash that 1ras to w.; .:\lurison's 
dea th-knell. Hut he seemed too quiek fo1· 
Fate itself tliat dav. 111 a moment almost 
11·e t hought, befor~ his rapier liacl 1reache(l 
th e floor lie ha(l suatc-liecl m1other from 
tli e 1n1ll beside the door. ~\lmost impetu-
ousl~- he joinell the fra.1· again. I le 1i1·essed. 
His man gaye ground. The~- ca•me nearer 
and nearer to whel'e 11· <' stood looking 
down on their strange pantomime. There 
'Na1> a silenc:e as of death upon the wlioL~ 
scene. 'l'lie swords, Yisible and i1ll'isible, 
met. in silenc·e and tlie s1rnrdsme11 claneecl 
on <·arpet. Jlardly at our clistancr (·ould 
1YP catl·li the hiss of "Jlurison's hreatb. 
They changed ground. }Lm·ison's Lael' 
1Yas rowal'ds us now and we watched his 
quiwl'ing, darting shouldrr!' instead of 
his grim face. Ilalf-wa)' baek anoss tl1e 
hall thP)- fought . _ . . 
There 1rns a er~- - ~\gain J\1urison's 
sword :fell to the ground, but this time he 
stood still, his liancls clapped to his face. 
W e waited in horror for a mom;)nt, ancl 
th cn rnsltrd headlong dmrn to him, witl1 
wha t 1hought of rescue I do not know. 
He turned to ns before 1\·e reached him, 
fin . hrcl and weary, but smiling. 'L'l1c1·p 1r:-1: 
blood upon the fingers that he pressed to 
his clleeK. ' 'J:'inKed me, ' ' 11 e i:>aicl. 
We led him to a i;eat, p~tt111g and 
applaudmg him, and tal11ng ±or llot. 1rnter 
aucl 1.Jandages. lle waYeu our attcnt101t' 
aside gently. '' 'l'he fourtl1 tm1e proYcs 11 , 
this time, l thinJ,,'' lie said with a clifficuJL 
laugh. 
"Yes, " said J e1dett for us. 
There was no douLt Murison had 11·01i. 
Later on, in the train, tlie conyerts were 
still agog at the sign that had Leen \-ouclJ-
safed to them. 
'l'Lorn::;on was holding fol't!t afresh upo11 
the text of eertain sparks he liad seen 
started as the swords met. .Jlrs. Bra11gley 
thl'ust a remark into a break in the dis-
course, 
"l don't clouht now, of course,'' sit e 
said; "but 1 do wonder why 1\-e could11 't 
see it when Henry could.'' 
"J\Iafter of fact," said he::- lrnshand, "I 
wouldn't s1rnar to it, rnind-hu1 l 'm 
pretty sure 1 saw a kind of ghostly flash 
from the other ehap's s11·orc1 once. Just 
hefore-or aftc1·-I'm not clear which now 
- }[ nrison was pinked." 
Jewlctt clmekled. lie had take11 no 
part in the conven.;ation so far._ 
"1 sa"' ~hat flash, too, Brangley,'' said 
he. "and managed to follow it across the 
room into a corner. Found someihing ai 
the end of it in fact." 
He thrust his closed fist out into the 
midst of us, chu::klecl agarn, and opened 
it ,suddenlv. 
In the palm lay a very small pair of 
manicure scissors, reddened at the point. 
"But the acting, the acting," said Jew-
lett, adm~ringly. 
v. 
FAERrn HRI<JAD. 
r ou :nay nave for the taking 
Down between the trees, 
Pears from the pear-tree, 
Honey from the bees. 
For the -asking at the cottage 
When they brew and bake-
They will give you country beer 
And hot ginger-cake. 
For gold in the cities, 
Spread on linen fine 
Y•ou mi>v sup on venison, 
And good red wine. 
But you must rob the treasures 
01 human heart and head 
For the price to buy and eat, 
Secret faerie bread. 
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Modes of Trial Once Known to English Law 
'l'rial by jury is now the typical mode of 
trial in uwse countries which administer 
the "com1m1on law," and at tlte present 
day a party to an action 1:; required to 
satisfy th<> Court and Jury. Dut iu bng-
land in the Pre-Norman and ear1y-1,o,·-
rnan days lie was under uo such necessity. 
In the Pre-Norman days the duty of the 
:.\Loot as r epresented by its "judicial com-
mittee "-the president and the twelve 
senior thegns-was to hear the complaint 
and decide how and by whom proof 
should be gfren, and the consequences of 
failure or success, Having delivered their 
decision in an interlocutor.'· or ".:\1 edial" 
Judgment, t he members of the Com·t were , 
save as spectators, functi officio, for the 
i·c:;t was left to God since an appeal " ·as 
made in i.t>me form or other to the Super-
natural. 
Lu Civil Cases an oat;1 was taken, either 
by the party i..lone, or together with 
oath helper:; (compurgators) , and if the 
oath was formally and neatly taken-
"for fail in a syllable fail in yonr case"-
here was rn>t eYidence merely, but aetua l 
incontestable proo L Proof was ·one-sided, 
and the on ly eom·sc open to the dcfea tctl 
party was to bring a criminal rhargE' of 
prrjury aga inst those 1rho, lw said, liad 
s11·orn falsely. 
Jn criminal cases also tl1c Oath was used, 
but in the ba ckgrouncl 1rns 1 h c Ordeal, if 
the accused was of had charaeter and not 
oathworthy, or if the circumstances were 
too strong and he was unable to get help-
ers to swear that they believed his oath. 
Now the Ordeal was an Indo-Europea 11 
institution of three principal sorts, all 
found in the East. There was the Ordeal 
of Fire, tl1e Ordeal of WateY, and the Or" 
deal of Dry Bread. In the Ordeal of Fire 
the sTispected person was required to 
plunge either his hand, or his arm to the 
elbow-according to the gravity of the 
alleged offence-into hoiling water, ·or he 
liad to carry a red l10t bar of iron, or to 
"·alk on red hot plough-shares. Tf he snf-
frred no harm his innocence was held to 
have been wondc1·fully and miracnlouslv 
shown. For the Orde~l of ·water, the s·1~­
pected per. on waR tied and thrown into 
w·ater; if he floated, the watrr rejeete<l 
him and he was guilty. lf he sank to the 
bottom and stayeLl were, 11e was innocent.. 
It is interesting to note that tile Clturcn 
presid0d over tl1ese two ordeals. 
\1 lien we t1nn to the Ordeal oi tlte Dry 
Brea([ or Corsnaed, we lrncl U1at it lias a 
phys.oJ ogical basi:;, 1.0r nerYousness in-
hibits sa11vation. 'l'lte 1Jriso11er atte~· call-
ing Qll Uod, was required to put tJ1e piece 
of dry bread in lus moutlt, aml u lie 
cl1oked on it, he was guilty. 
With the coming of the J\ ormans the 
Ordeal had not long to live. Rufus had 
commented .on i~ very unfavourably as a 
method of disco,·cring· trutlt , \\'hen fifty 
men accused of killing the king"s deer 
emerged triumpltautly from the Ordeal, 
and he accordin,o;ly re:;oh·ecl that in future 
he himself and not God would try these 
cases. 
J1'inally tlte Lateran Council in 1215 
condemned the Ordeal and prohibited the 
clergy from assisting in it. ln I<Jngland 
this directi.on met with immediate o bed-
ience, and by letters patent issued Janu-
ary 26, 1219, an Order in Council was 
sent after the judges ,,. lto had already 
started on their ey res, telling them that 
the Church ltad prohibited judgment by 
fire and water, and directi11g them gener-
ally that in the circumstances if grave 
crimes were hrought before them, the 
prisoners must be kept. in strict custody, 
"ita quod 1101, incunant pcriculum vit& 
et membrorum." 'l'hi:; las t provision dis-
appears in th-! Statute 3 Eel w. l.,c.12, which 
directs prison "forte et dure"; if there 
were crimes of a middle character, where 
Ordeal would h11Ye been cmploy0cl, the 
accused are to abjure tl1c realm, ancl in 
trifling offences they must give pledges. 
to keep the peace, but t.he judges arc to 
use a large discretion. 
Then there was the mode of Trial by 
Battle, which was introduced into Eng-
land by the Normans. Combat may be 
said to be a hilatrral kind of ordeal; bot.h 
were appeals to the jn<lgment of uod. 
Some people could not fig-ht- -for instance, 
the king, a woman, an infant, a man who 
was ma.imed or over sixty. 
In the Trial by Ccmbat, if the appellee, 
i.e .. the person ncc11;;;ed, " ·as defeated be-
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fore the stars appeared, he was hanged; if 
uot, or if he won, he was acquitted from 
the ''appeal,'' but as the ''appeal'' raised 
a presumption of guilt, he was tried by 
the country as .if he had been indicted. 
If battle was waged in an ''appeal'' of 
treason it was a matter of great public 
. expectation, an~ the king provided 
weapons, tents and all the paraphernalia 
.of a fight, and money for the combatants 
to get whatever was requisite. The fol-
lowing is an interesting case recorded in 
Btow's Chronicles. In the 25tlt year of 
Henry VI., John Davy, an armourer's 
.apprentice, appealed his mastel', \Yilliam 
Catur, of treason, and battle was agreed, 
and a day settled by the Constable and 
Earl l\Iarshal. \Ve have the king's writ 
under ihe Pl'i\-y Seal directing tlie ~er­
jeant of the ~\rmoury p1,opel'ly to arm the 
~\ppellant, and another letter from the 
king to Philip Treher (a fisluno11g-Pr or 
London), hid ding him to be "intendaun t 
and of counsaill '' to the said appellant. 
Seconds ·were also appointed for the 
appellee, and ilw battle took place at 
S1mitbfielc1. But, alas! through the \rell-
meaning intentions of his friends, an inno-
·cent man perished, for in the words of 
the chronicler:-" The master being well 
beloved was so cherished by his friends 
and plied so with wine that being there-
with •overcome was also unluckily slain by 
his servant; but that false servant (for he 
falsely accused his master) liYed not long-
unpuni:;hed, for he \~as afterwards hanged 
.at Ty burn f_or felony." With what an 
excellent moral this story \roulcl furnisi1 
the prohibitionist!! It is interesting to 
noL~ that trial hv battle fornrnlly lingPrNl 
on till 1819, when "appeals" were finall'" 
abolished hy the Statute 59 Cleo. III., c.46. 
With the introduction of 'rrial by Jury, 
.. trang·e as it may seem to us, it was often 
Yery difficult 1o g-et a prisoner to "pm 
himself upon his country." lt was cou-
sidered an injustice to try a man by a 
jury if he d1d not consent to it, so to get 
over the difficulty efforts were made to 
extort his consent. He was placed .in rig-
orous confinement, put in irons, and feel 
on alternate days on bad bread am.l stag-
nant water till he either pleaded or die<l . 
'l'his developed into the extraordinary 
procedure known as the "peine forte et 
dure,'' which was that he was to be 
:;tretched on his back naked, and to ha\'e 
iron laid upon him, as much as he could 
bear and more; indeed as late as 1726 one 
Burnwater, who was accused at Kingston 
.Assizes of murder, refused to plead, and 
was pressed for an hour and three-quar-
ters with nearly four hnnd1·edweight of 
iron, aftrr which he pleaded not guilty, 
and was then tried, com·ieted, and hanged. 
In 1658 a Major Strangeways was 
pressed to death in ten minutes, under a 
ll'OOden frame, with weights on it placed 
angle\\·isc over his chest; se\'(•ral persou:; 
standing on the frame to hastPn his death. 
A milder form of "persua:;ion , ' ' by tying 
the tlmm bs with whip cord, was practised 
in 1734 at the Old Bailey. 'l'he practi('e 
was not formally abolished till 1772 I>;: 
12 Cleo. III., c.20., when s1anc1ing mute oi 
malice was made equiYalent to a convic-
tion. By 7 and 8 Geo. JY., ('.28, it was 
directed that a plea of not guilty should 
be entered in such a case, 
In passing it should be noted that tne 
object of refusing to plead in a felo11.\" 
was that, as there was no conviction, thrre 
was no forfeiture, and the property of the 
accused pe1·son was thus saYed for his 
family. 
Undouhtecll~· the prisoner of to-da~' 
should be thankful that lw is not living in 
those bad old days, hnt in more cnlight-
eY'.ed times . 
R.F.C. 
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The Ultra-Formalists of Modern Art 
'l'he impressionist movement at the end 
oi' last century appropriately paved the 
'ray for the outburst of experiment that 
has carried the , \J-t of the past two decades 
in such strange and varied directions. 
The impre.·sionist school of painting held 
t"·o thing. as important: that light is an 
interplay of colour, and that the eye can-
not see a large scene as a whole. The first 
of these principles lrd to a finer apprecia-
tion of colour and colour effect. In the 
early stages, for example. 
it was realised that shad-
ows are never black-that 
if the light be reddish, the 
shadow ca:-:t is a tint and 
tone of green. The second 
principle led to the doc-
trine that it is illogical to 
paint a landRcape with al: 
the planes in focus: that 
the number of planes of 
:;harp detail in a picture 
should be relatively few. 
'l'he developments whic:1 
took place from these two 
lines of approae l 1 led to 
the produc1:ion of those 
lovely, luminous but :fleet-
ing effects of the impres-
sinn ist school at its best. 
may have ar1·ested this decline, and have 
led the Artist to ask whether, after all. 
Art should be imitatiYe : whether indee(l 
it had not so:me other function, some other 
object. 
That Art had not always been imitatiYe 
ewry Artist knew; and he knew further 
that the primitive and formal Art ,of all 
peoples had led to great heights of achieve-
ment. All over Europe, but particularly 
in Paris under the influence of Cezanne, 
schools of Art arose in 
which .Artists began to 
experiment in the formal 
expression of subjects. 
The school led naturally 
to newer t reatment. In 
t lie hands of such artists 
as Cezamw and van Gogb, 
lmpressioni~m gave place 
to a more • u bstantial Art. 
Fig. 1. Plan of Campaign 
by Wyndham Lewis, 
Few interested people 
will quarrel with moderate 
formalrepresentation. The 
treatment of the human 
figure hy Mestrovic, for 
instance, gives the obser-
ver a somewhat similar 
pleasure to that from the 
prehistorie figures from 
the caves oJ: Alti'mira. But 
the extreme works of the 
cubists, the vorticists, the 
futurists, and so on are 
somewhat different. Mes-
t1·ovic 's figures appeal be-
cause of their beauty of 
form and their simplicity; 
but thr ultra-formalist<> 
have gone beyond 
simplicity. They have 
taken formal reduction t<> 
1f light, if focal planes be capahle of a 
formal treatment, why not also things 
~hemselves ? In these two strange and 
vital pioneer,; of modern Art 1ve find the 
starting points of perhaps all the bizarre 
~'E'l multitudinouR schools of f1 e :!'8rmal 
~\rt of to-day. 
From the hey-dey of the Renaissance to 
thP middle of the last century, ~Pnlpture 
and Pai!Jting in Europe pursued i!"s 
fluctuating way tn its decline. Nothing 
more waR expected of an Artist t1rnn tha~ 
he should produce something, called a 
Work of Art, which approached as nearly 
as it could to a replica of the original. The 
invention of Photography to some extent 
a stage where it is neces-
sary for someone to interpret the artist to 
us. "Plan of Campaign" by Wyndham 
Lewis will illustrate this well. There is, 
in this treatment of straight geometrical 
effects, an interesting representation of 
form. But the significance of that form 
is not to be appreciated unless one knows 
that in this work the artist has attempted 
to express by the conventional 1map signs 
for battles, something of the battle itself. 
It would be impossible to treat, in the 
short space of an essay, of the various 
ultra-modern developments, or even to 
discuss the attitudes of a few of the 
Schools. But it is appropriate to conside1· 
the phases of the work of one typical' 
"Ultra-Modern." 
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.A.rd1ipenko is to some extent a separate 
<:levelopment from the cubists,_ futurists, 
and other schools which arose in the 
studios of Paris. He works in Paris, it is 
true; but he is a product of the almost 
traditionless modern Art of Russia. In 
his work one may recognise three phases 
which, indeed, grade one into the other. 
In some moods, as in the ''Torso'' of fig. 
2, he has been concerned with the repro-
duction of form to a simple, beautiful, and 
significant type. In another phase (fig. 
for "significant form" l1y variow 
methods. His works are studies in the 
schools of cubism and of vorticism; some-
times somewhat afteL· the anner of 
LMestrovic and again of Bour<lelle ; some-
times a signifitant realism, sometimes (as 
in "The Rock Drill" ) as far from realism 
as one may go. 
Some simplification of form-distor-
tion, if you ·like- is iwrmiss ible in Art. 
Indeed it is a moot point whether there is 
any great ~\rt that does not require and 
THE THREE MOODS OF ARCHIPENKO. 
Fig. 2. 
Torso. 
Fig. 3. 
A Lady Bathing. 
3), he carries the reduction further, ex-
pressing, within the limits of a single 
mediu!m and with a minimum of effect, 
significant and interesting form. But, in 
bis most extreme works (fig 4) he has 
gone farther afield, where it is difficult to 
follow him unaided. In these extreme 
efforts he recognises no limit;itions. Even 
the limitations of medium are discarded; 
and in such works he uses a mixture of 
wood, glass, sheet metal, papier mache-a 
combination of any materials that will 
suit his purpose. 
So it is with others of this age of experi-
ment in Art. Perhaps more than any other, 
Epstein illustrates this restless seeking 
Fig. ·!. 
A Lady in an Armchair. 
demand some sueh simplification, some 
such conventions . .. \Vhere then is the limit 
to formal treatment The answrr of the 
"Ultra-Moderns" is that there is no limi-
tation; that any reduction 01· ronvention 
may be used provided the effec t producetl 
satisfies tl1e desire of the artist. It seems 
as impossi'ole now, as it has rver been, to 
draw the line between what is good and 
what is definitely bad in contemporary 
work. There are good cubist nir tnrP<; and 
there are bad. So it is in all schools of 
Art, ancient or modern. Most prob-
ablv all of the modern schools are valid 
and permissible avenues for artistic ex-
pression; but all have not the same capa-
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bilities. Realism has given much to ~\ ri; 
but it would seem that the idiom of the 
r ealist scl10ol for original creative work is 
now exhausted. Ro, for instance, is the 
cubist. B11t cubism exhausted its possi-
bilities in , relatively, a moment of time. 
schools. 'l'he work of l\Irs. Dod Proctor, 
for example, owes much to formal ideas 
imposed upon a fundamental realism. 
All such developments in .Art have thei1· 
Yalue in th ernselYes, in producing \Yorks 
that have a definite merit as a means of 
expression. The experiments that have 
been carried on leading to these innorn-
tions also have opened new vistas in other 
Probably many of the extreme ultra-
formal types \\'ill perish. Many ccrtainl)' 
will live. Dut, even if all we1·e to prove 
futile and useless experiments, the experi-
ments would have been well worth while, 
for tliey have made Yital again an Art 
that, in its unimaginative realism, wa. 
heeoming stagnant and effete. 
DREAMING. 
I long to sleep , for when I sleep I dream, 
And then I see those many happy things 
Of long ago. A pageant of the kings 
And knights of old goes by. I seem 
To spend again my li'fe in ages past; 
To be an eager warrior in the days 
When to be noble was the highest praise 
That man was given; when Duty's bonds held 
fast; 
When for his maiden fair a gallant knight 
Rode forth, his armour flashing in the sun, 
Ready for combat; and the battle done 
Exulting would he carry from the fight 
The spoils of conflict as a proof that he 
Was lacking not in noble chivalrie. 
w. 
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Middle Age 
'l'he Undergrad is a number of horrible 
things-he is lazy, pleasure-loving, sport-
lrnnting, dance-mad-but he is an extra-
-Ordinary being, and if he is lazy he has 
moments when something divine gets into 
]1im and takes momentary possession of 
him; gins him a rush of boundless energy 
.and infinite ambition; fires hi.m to fulfii 
.a dream, to do something ideal; often 
something which is by all the canons of 
reason and criticism quite impossible. This 
statement of a fact which many people, in-
cluding undergrads themsehes, will rise 
to deny with all their hearts from begin-
ning to end, is not supported by any chain 
of evidence or of calculated reasoning. It 
is the arbitrary expression of an hypo-
thesis which is the only apparent solution 
of a fact of the most surpris.ing nature 
which is ohservable in the undergrad's 
life. It is that he writes for Galmahra. 
This is not surprising in the realm of 
poetry- or of original story-, sketch-, or 
parod~r-composition. Youth will wax 
poetical; it will invent plots, and 
will be funny. But it is surpris-
ing in the realm of pure essay-
writing. The whole art of the essayist 
demands the poise, the balance, the free-
dom, the sense of looking down on men 
and their works from a great heip;ht, 
which belongs only to maturity-not the 
maturity of twenty-five. hut that of forty. 
For is not the main and indeed the 
<:haracteristic feature of the work of am-
tissayist worth the name, the individualitv 
-0f hji;; point of view, whether that hP old 
or new? Read the work of anv modern 
essayist-allow Goldsmith. Lamb. Pater, 
and G. K . Chesterton to renresent them. 
Look how they bJ•istle with s1merlatives, 
with naradoxes, with startling statements, 
reqniring deep tho11ght yet unsn-nnorte'l hy 
anv argument or illustration· loolr at their 
calm forcefulness. Read Pater. who onens 
an essay on style with "hencr all art con-
::;ists for the most part in differentiation." 
All art! How can a man of anvthing from 
rightPen to twenty-three-thr undergorad-
talk about "all art," or "all" of anvthing, 
without stating plainly his authoritv for 
the idea and so putting himself right 'Out 
of court as an original essayist, not, of 
course, as a commentator of sorts~ It is 
easy to say tllat all essayists do not use 
these magnificent generalizations, and 
that therefore the undergrad need not . 
You will generally find that to ·write an 
essay at all they start off by assuming 
their readers' consent to a fundamental 
idea on which they base the whole struc-
ture of their essay. ~\nd again it cannot 
be argued tnat if the undergrad is wor-
ried by excess honesty in this matter lie 
can start from first principles and pron· 
his generalisations. J~n'n if they are the 
sort that can be pro\·ed, it is unwise, as 
one writer has put it, "to offer uncompli-
mentary assistance to your readers' wit.'' 
'Varsity students haYe a certain opinion 
of their own wit, an cl are the first to rese11 t 
anything of that sort. '!'here may be a fine 
line of distinction, but it is Ycry hard to 
hit. 
An objection may be raised here h~· 
lovers of Lamb: 'Smely the gentle Elia 
was not forceful. ~\nd surr ly he had 
many followers of whom the ·ame may 
be said." I think the objection is not so 
sound as it appears. Lam his forceful, but 
he conceals the fact bv the use of a deli-
cate art that presents' hi;.; thought in the 
form of a sort of coufesi;ion of whim i-
cality modified by a suggestion that thrrc 
may, after all, be some sense in it. [n 
common with the others he is full of ihe 
dignity born of a knowledge that he has 
a right to express a considered opinion 
without the support of detailed argument. 
and a right to appeal authoritatively to 
the reason and emotion of his readm·s . 
Youth, that is to say, the undergrad, can-
not do this. It has not the full hnrlrgrouncl 
of knowledge to draw upon. It has not 
f'Ufficient exnerience to make its emo-
tional knowledge valuable-for this 
particular :_nurnosr only, remem hr1' : for 
the purpose of lyric poetry and the other 
adventntes with the muse of which under-
grads are guilty, it is, of course, ideal, 
I scent another objrction. "Is not youth 
the time ·of confidence in one's opinions, 
of an eagerness to express them and forf'c 
them on everyone else, of the hi_gh-handed-
ness I have perhaps suggested in the word 
authoritative 1 Does not age tend towards 
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toleration, and along .with it uncertainty, 
knowledge of the frailty of human judg-
ments, and in consequence a certain hesi-
tancy and shyness in forcing one's opinion 
. on others~ 
The reply is that this is just where the 
difficulty comes in. It is this tolerant 
spirit that giYes maturity its rio·ht to 
·express its thoughts for the ben~fit of 
others, to put forward a ·dew with an 
unconscious suggestion in the Yery man-
ner of its presentation that "'I'his may be 
wrong; but at any rate it is worth tbink-
ing about as the considered opinion of a 
man who has a right to :one.'' Youth 
?annot. suggest that. In the first place it 
is not its nature to do so. lts intolerance r~stlessness, cocksureness make it impa~ 
tient of opposition, and make it 
shout from the house top the g-reat 
thing it has discovered. But even 
if it has the insight to recorrnise and avoid 
this excitement and bom.b~st, it sti 11 can-
not accomplish that finished manner anil. 
._ that. c~lm assurance. Its wry sh~ness 
prohibits that. It will put forward its 
id.eas timidly, tentatively, support them 
with argument and example and all the 
time ~oubt whether they are 'really worth 
anythmg, whether anytl1i11g nrw or 
subtle, or amusing, or disturbing, has 
real]~r imade the effort of su1Jporting them 
worth while. Nor can youth rely on style 
to carry it through, for the aYera~;e 
undergrad has no style so pronounced and 
well-known that its familiar cadences in 
the ears of its readers will compensate 
tl1em for the lack of interest in the matter. 
He does not enm wish for sncli a style, for 
he has a great dread of making him-<elf 
ridiculous, and knows he is not self-con-
scious enough to remo\·e eompletely from 
his work the impression of self-eonsciou ·-
ness. llc has not art enough to coueeal 
his art. 
This is the umlel'gracl 's difficulty. 11 ,... is 
:,;itting, humbly as yet, howcYer g-rn mb-
lingly and sceptically, at the feet o[ so me-
one-not his lecturers, perhaps, uor he 
authors, in science 01· art::;, that he l1a~ t o 
study, nor any one author or any pa l'!iru-
lar hobby horse that he is fo1· the momPnt 
riding- but an impersonal someone who 
lmo,\·s better than he, and of w-hosc j wfg-
ment the undergrad, with all his bra rndo 
on Commem. Da.\·, is on other day;.; h1·r-
1·ibly afraid . . \ ncl it is tliis terrihle im-
personal judge that he must try not mert'IY 
to please, as lie '.\·onld a prof., bv a weli-
meant effort, hut to inte1·est, e.ntcrtai11 . 
arnnsc , or ae1ually make 1o tl1ink ! 1, it 
not natnral tl1at 11r should dread it and 
think of it as a thing· unnatural aml im-
possible, and yet prrhaps long 1'01· th e 
power to do it ? ls it not natural. tlwn . 
that i: e should loug for rnidc1le-age-j trn1 
sometimes~ Surely he does this. Snrel Y 
not 1 alone write in trembling, 11·itl1 th.P 
fea1· of my fcllo\1'-stndents in me, and a t 
~;uch times think 1rith intense clrsire of 
the time when l shall he middle-aued 
l . "" ' iavmg 1rorked through this pf'riod of 
~mcertain, unsatisfying hurry and desire 
mto that one of confident self-mistrust 
an.cl ~nore crrtain agnosticism, through 
this tune of: rrucleness into that of 1rorthv 
attempt an cl-hut 1\·ill it he '/-con r .,r~ _ 
ment. 
E LT. 
J,JNES. 
I do not praise my love's bright eyes, 
Her glossy raven hair 
Her form's perfection ~r the smile, 
That makes her face so fair. 
Instead I praise her gentle heart, 
!fer sweet soul's purity, 
Her love as constant as a star 
Fixed in futu rity. ' 
A.K.'l'. 
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Portrait of a Lady 
I made her acquaintance duri11g a 110li-
day ~n the country., At the moment slie 
wa ' "'wimmmg about placidly m a pool 
of r a ther muclcly water that served better 
than ;lie could have hoped to display her 
own hining wJ1iteness. Though later 1 
came to know her better 1 never learned 
her mime, and to me slie remained The 
·white Duck, to the exclusion of all other 
bird,' of her kind and colour. For a tiime 
l thought that ".Elizabeth" would ha Ye 
fitted het· very well; but she was not one 
to take liberties with, and 'l'he White 
Duck, purely and simply, she remained. 
S1ie was, notwithstanding a foible or 
twu, a Yery sociable old lady; more than 
that, :ohe was utterly respectable and knew 
it, haYing as well all the appearance thai 
knowing it giyes, without for a moment 
suggec;ting smugness. 
l do not wish to mislead you into 
suppm;ing that I was admitted to intim-
acy ; that was hardly possible considering 
our positions. Family, I think, counted 
for more with The Wihite Duck than she 
would admit; only by a standard the con-
vers~ of ours. She did not reckon her 
pedigree backwards but forwards. It 
mattered nothing to her that she was 
descended directly from at ]east the cele-
brated pair that sailed with Noah. She 
seem('!l ignorant ,of it. The notable per-
formances of unnumbered forebears at 
pou]11·>· shows were as naught to her. 
Perhaps she had lost count of the genera-
tiom; of her fathers, but in any case her 
strenp,th and her pride lay in her descend-
ants. Her generations within ber own life 
were many; her children and her chil-
dren\ children even to the fourth and 
fifth generations were as the sands upon 
the . ea shore. And all of them that rould, 
upheld the family tradition of good-lay-
ing; the others did what they could hy 
being- famous good-eating. 
You will unclei·stand then that she "·ns 
just a little careful of her company. The 
mello"·ing influence of old age had soft-
ened the ri~idity with which she regarded 
her place, but pride was not dead in her. 
The White Duck had never known an>· 
household but Mrs. Todd's, among which 
.f1be dwelt. Mr,:. Todd had hut eight 
offspring, and 'l'lte White Duck's respecL 
for manKind never really had a chance 
to grmY. She rather pitied her propne-
tress, and 1 could not quite put away the 
idea that she. accepted her corn and her 
coops as a favour-much in the spirit "a 
woman's a woman for a' that." Her re-
lations "·ith Mrs. 'l'odd were indeed pe-
culiar. :Mrs. Todd the Mother-of-Only-
.Eight 'ms, as I say, to her an incomplete 
product of Nature. Yet I have seen tlte 
Incompl ete Product sweep the Complete 
Matron off the kitchen ~tep, to the accom-
paniment of noises far from expressive oJ: 
the mutual esteem that really subsisted 
between the parties, and the Matron sub-
mitted! It was her bearing at sue It 
moments that deepened my respect for 
The ·white Duck to what it became. She 
sul@itted with dignity and without mal-
ice. and the sweeper was what she had 
been-one ,of the sex wh0 had tried hut 
failed. 
·what she thought of me who had no · 
Yisible family at all, I felt some diffidence 
in attempt.ing to imagine. I fancy she ma.r 
have looked upon me (in common with males 
in general) much as in l<Jngland they must 
have regarded the first blackmen hrought 
there: as a kind of miracle, but an inferior 
one. At all events we " ·e{·e not strangers 
nor wholly formal acquaintanees. For that 
T can only tµank the mellowiug influence, 
I suppose. It was difficult to imagine the 
lady in the pride, not of her youth. hnL 
say, of her fourth clutch o[ clurklings or 
the second generation of her descendants 
-difficult, I say, to imagine her then sit-
ting, calm and benign, in the >;Un with me. 
But liappily I met the good creatme at 
her best. It seems to me that lier way of 
family pride is better than ours, for h~r 
the time she had most reason to he proud, 
age had begun its remedial aetion. 
It was interesting to watrh her in hel' 
relations with her kind. She was not 
easily ruffled; but indeed l1ad little reason 
to be, in the daily round. Her place was 
secure : perhaps the younger set call eel 
her a clmYager, behind her hack, hut Rhe 
still hatched more ducklingR than the brRt 
of them. She was aroitress in quarrels .. 
making, as she ::;eparated tl1e disputants, a 
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sound that became hel', justly wrathful, 
but not loud. And more than one elderly 
dame seemed visibly gratified as ,,he sat 
by the water gossiping with The White 
Duck. But that matron eYer held herself 
just sufficiently' aloof to forestall con-
tempt. If she forgot herself for a moment 
over some choice morsel ,of gossip-a loYe 
of which was her failing-one glance 
about her was enough to remind her of 
The Family (of which there were rarely 
less than half a score in sight), :rnd in a 
moment she was again the Grand Dnck. 
And withal she was a Spartan iliother. 
She ever put a hrave face upon what 
seemed to me disRste·· ·"1d so nearly dis-
grace. How often the offending sight had 
been put upon her of some child 01· g rand-
ehild of hers publicly executed, r do not 
know, I think she dre\v consolation irom 
the thought that only thus could th e fam-
ily win its hYin reputation for !!OOd-
eating. To her, perl1aps, they were mar-
tyrs. Even during my sojourn in those 
parts a child or two of her hatching fell 
under the axe. 1 watched her, sorrowfnl 
enough myself, hut she bowed always t •o 
the inevitable with a grace I can onl:-r 
admire, and her one motion was to ntter 
a dignified quack and turn, stately. 1,ark 
to tlie water-hole. 
·:::.::::: 
00;\L\IUNICATION. 
Darkly against the West, mountain s are bending; 
Shines on their rim the white planet of iove. 
Graciously, spaciously, broadly extending, 
Glow the deep heavens in starlight above. 
Dusk of still branches with stars interlacing; 
Peace of the boughs stretching dimly on high; 
Sleepily, creepily, black leaves are tracing 
Patterns of dreams on the dark of the sky. 
Through the wide silences whispers are sighing, 
Magical echoes on voiceles.sness strewn. 
Eerily, drearily, nightbirds are crying 
Chords of the harmony lilting in tune. 
Seems there your spirit in music to wander 
Part of the melody born of the night. 
An essence as real as the gold planets yonder, 
Garbed in the magic of' star-splendour white. 
Mystic, elusive, your presence is flowing 
Warm on the scent of the dusk-hidden flowers; 
Gleamily, dreamily, young night is glowing, 
Making a bridge between your world and ours. 
Z. STABLES. 
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Australian Poetry 
While speaking to a friend recently 
reference was made to a revised edition 
of Australian Yerse, and quite unhesitat-
ingly he said there were "about two good 
line. in the whole book." The book men-
tioned contained a collection of works 
both by those whom succeeding genera-
tions have adjudged poets, and aJso by 
writers still living. The criticism is 
perhaps unjust, yet because it is an 
opinion shared by many others it deserves 
our attention, 
In all circles of art to-claY then' 
is a ('Onstant appeal for wo0rJ;: that 
is ''typically Australian,'' and there is no 
doubt that an Australian can find a won-
derful inspiration in his own land. The 
poet has endeavoured to sing the glory 
and "·onder of his country-and first of 
all ga-\'e us jingling, galloping verse. It 
is impossible to call it true poetry. Un-
doubtedly it has an appeal to us, but that 
appeal does not lie in the poetry of words 
or of ideas and thoughts. In nearly every 
case it is the story it tells which claims 
our regard. \!IT e find countless stories-
rnany of them sad and beautiful it is true 
-written in verse-forms whose only 
resemblance to such lies in the rhyme at 
the end of the line . Australian poets do 
not .·eem to have realised that the tech-
niqur of verse is simply a means to an 
end. }fany of the earlier writers thought 
they could write of something in prnse, 
Tearrange the lines they had written, so 
that one line rhymed with the next, and 
so on. and then call it poetTy. Perhaps 
they thought to obtain a hold on the peo-
ple beeause the rhyme and the fact that 
it looked like poetry made their stories 
hetter rem em bercd. If that is true they 
take the place of Saxon "glee-men," and 
a long time will elapse hefore Australia 
has her Shakespeare and her Milton! 
After that, poets thought thev must 
load every rift with ore, like Keats, ancl 
they then scattered names of classical and 
mythical heroes, incidents and localities 
throughout their verse. The attempt to 
adorn their verse was quite excellent, but 
far from thinking that the names call forth 
striking similes, one \\·onclers how enr-
they came there. This is an example:-
"In Punic or in Persian fray 
With Love's and conscience' foes, 
Unadvertising Romans they, 
And Spartans free from pose." 
or the following, where the poet is speak--
iug of Australia: 
"Bacon foresaw her, Campanella, More, 
And Plato's eyes were with her star aglow!'· 
~\.gain Australia is called, 
"The Sleeping Beauty ·of the world's desire ." 
One can recognise the imagery em-
ployed, but to what purpose~ Australia 
has had no Renaissance yet, and all the 
wealth of the classics is taken for granted 
rnther than studied and understood. 
One mightwell compare~\ ustralian poetr~­
with the wOl'k of the many mediocre poets 
of the Elizabethan age, A number of 
them seem to have played with things 
they did not understand. The Elizabethan 
wanted to sing for very joy and wonder, 
and so does the Australian. Though the 
resultant efforts are due to different 
eau~es, in both there enters a feeling that 
they ought to sing of their land. Real 
poetry will not come from a sense of mere 
duty, IHrn·eyer, but from an impulse within 
that finds an outlet in wrse. 
Xothing rould he trner than that poets 
are horn, not made; hut that 
does not disguise the fact that a 
poet must hr carefully prepared 
before he can adequateiy express 
himself. The preparation is never the 
same, and may not even be a conscious 
one, hut is always necessary. I do not 
think there has yet been a ronscious Mil-
ton among the .Australian poets, and only 
in a few cases lias an unconscious prepara-
tion lwrn giYen. There is reason to be-
lieve that both will come, hut it is as yet 
just a Yision of the future. 
One hears so much about the compara-
tiYe youth of Australia that it becomes an 
accepted commonplace. vVriters, however, 
Y·ery often forget that there is some tTuth 
in the statement and particularly so in 
regard to poetry, and indeed to all litera-
ture. Poets lament the lack of attention 
paid to poetry as much to-day as whe11. 
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·:-;idney wrote his "Apologie,'' but it will 
he a long time until they will hav,e as 
much cause for complaint as had Sidney. 
"They tell you the poet is useless and empty 
the sound of his lyre, 
That science has made him a phantom, and 
thinned to a shad,ow hi.s fire ." 
·says 0 'Dmnl, and tells us wh~r that i:; 
untrue. 
Australian poetry must grow as a little 
plant. It will not bear fruit immediately, 
but years must elapse before it can be 
·Called a poetry that Australia has inspired. 
The message she would give will not be 
sent forth on empty air. When poets are 
able to fulfil their duty as interpreters, 
the message of Australia will be the same 
as always, and we will know that only 
Australia could have inspired them. 
"Then, only, will there be a typical .:\ us-
tralian poetry. 
"Not as the songs ,of other lands 
H'er song shall be 
Where dim Her purple shore-line stands 
Above the sea! 
As erst she stood, she stands alone; 
Her inspiraUon is her ,own. 
From sunlit plains to mangrove strands 
Not as the S'Ong of ,othe,r lands 
Her song shall be." 
wrote G. Essex Evans. 
It is not strange, then, to find that most 
Australian poetry lacks the fire of inspira-
tion, Much of it :;eems to be extremely 
prosaic. ·what could be more so than 
this? 
"There was butter for the market, there was 
fruit upon the trees, 
There were ,eggs, potatoes, bacon, and a 
tidy Jot of cheese; 
Still the struggle was not ended with the 
timber and the scrub, 
For the mortgage is the toughest stump the 
settler bas to grub." 
or this? 
d'One fine (Wening Pete was resting in the 
hush of coming night, 
When his boys came in from nesting with a 
clamorous deligb t. 
Each rlisplayed a tiny rabbit, and the farmer 
€yed them o'er-
Then he stamped-it was his habit-and he 
smote his knee and swore." 
"The Boundary Rider." by Henev. is a 
·wonderful character-studv, so appealing 
that the crudPness of the verse form snnils 
its beauty. Well mi1.rht one wish it. had 
neen written in prose ! 
This makes one realise that r\ ustralia 
ean, at prel:lent, write imuch better prose 
than Yerse. It is not hard to understand 
this 1rhen we think of the atmosphere and 
the surroundings so different from other 
lands. Poetry is not yet called for. Long 
years must elapse before the inspiration 
1rill flnd outlet in poetry. 
It is not to be thought that no 
steps are being taken in the right 
direction. ln spite of what has been 
said above, one occasionally finds 
poetry that seems to lack only the t ouch 
of genius to enable it to fulfil its noble 
purpose. Essex Evans, Kendall, Brunton 
Stephens, Gordon, are sornet~mes far 
aboYe their usual standard and that of 
contemporaries. In "The Dominio _ oC 
Australia,'' Stephens begins: 
"She is not yet; but he whose ear 
Thrills to that finer atmosphere 
Where footfalls of appointed thing~ , 
Reverberant of days to be, 
Are heard in forecast echoings. 
Like wave-beats frnm a viewless sea-
Hears in the voiceful tremors of the sky 
Auroral heralds whispering, 'She is nigh'." 
Kendall has a fine music in some of his 
verses, but in .'' Beyond Kerguelen '' he 
mars his poem by needless repetition . In 
his "Orara," occurs the verse, 
"The glory of a larger sky 
On slopes ,of hills sublime, 
'I'hat speak with God and morning, high 
Above the ways of Time," 
which gives an indication that the seed of 
a national poetry of Australia has been 
planted in some hearts-to bJos~;om forth 
into a future Shakespeare. 
. <?ne is accused 1of being disloyal in not 
~1k.mg Australian poetry. The disloyalty, 
if it could be called such, springs not from 
a desire to pass ove1· Australian ver;.;e for 
English verse, but from a realisation that 
only a few Austi·alian poems haYe in them 
the true essence of poetry. It could not 
be ,otherwise yet, for the- inspiration which 
Australia gives to us finds other ontlets. 
'l'hen again poet1·y inspired hv one's 
native land and giving voice to J{er dor-
ious beauty is but a subsidiary stage. 
Through the particular the poet must 
interpret the uniYersality of poetry. 'l'he 
bond of poetry is one throughout the 
"'.'hole world, althoug·h the contributory 
circumstances Yary so much. 
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F'or this reason there should not be so 
much lamentation over the state of 
poetry. 'rhose who are in a position to do 
so ,hould foster the grmYth of farilities 
for tli e preparation of a future poet. Aus-
tralian poets are now beginning to wl"itt> 
with a. greater elastirity and hrea<lt!i or 
visio11. and these tendencies should be 
encottraged as much as pol'><Sible. I do not 
advoeate the practice of imitating older 
writer>< and a submission to all the dictates 
of w•1·se form. 1'1i e tee li nique of Yerse 
shouM be surh that no interruption is 
mad•· in the continuity of tlionght and the 
imag"" pi·esentecl. No poet can adequately 
exprP. s himself unless he has a lrnowleclg<' 
of tedmiqnc, in spite of the fact that 
poetry is undoubtedly inspired. Nii- 01 -
ver Lodge lias i·emarl,ed that a great 
poem is an inspiration, and that "an ele-
men' 1if: inspiration is needed to aceount 
for i.1,., nniYcrsal appeal 11·hic·h the great 
poeJ?h luwe maclr." That rannot be 
d enif'1l . ~-et )Tilton spent ~-ears in iwrparn-
tion ! _\s I h:we saill, tl1e form of pl'epara-
tion :, 11ever the same in any two poets, 
but tl1rre are certain minor attributes 
whir must he learnt in eYery easr; other-
wis<' 1wrfr(·tly good t11ougl1ts ancl poetic 
imag"l'~' will he hopelessly marred by 
futil"' forms of wrsr. l\'Tanv of our 
"poi>h" seem to liavr no' ear for 
rven the rhytlnn of speecl1. -Poems 
are w ritten in yai·ions metres, tlie strrssed 
Ryllabl rs fall 011 insignificant words, and 
to find any beauty and meaning one has 
to fm get that it is verse. May we not 
:regard them. howeYer, as the faults nf 
youth, and trust that they will be over-
come as the years pass by '1 
Among all this strange collection of 
Australian verse one occasionally stumbles. 
on beautiful scenes that charm and appeal. 
'l'llere is a shy, w lumsical beauty in this 
Yerse: 
"O far-off, faery isle of cl reams! Once more 
Jet me discern 
The water-fall, half light, half song, that 
laughed among the fern; 
The higtt hills, the shy hills , a-dreaming in 
the mist; 
The scented air, the heavy boughs, the hedges 
sunny-kissed! 
rm hearing still the wailing of the birds and 
of the breeze, 
Fer. the love I found anel lost again in th e 
Isle of Apple-Trees!" 
Then I am sure that the following \"el',.,l' 
by another writer brings memories to au 
.Australian: 
"In this dreamy fane of sunshine, where wood 
violets •are rife, 
Though I leave you- path and brac ken .surges 
blended-
·would you say I led you vainly? I have sung 
the joy of life, 
I have set you in the way; my song is ended." 
Before I conclude these ramblings, let 
me give you the following to think on and 
muse oYer in the quiet hours: 
"Calm Eventide- afar, the lonely west 
Dreams of the wondrous day, and dreaming, 
lies 
·with folded hands, still lips and weary eyes, 
Searching the shadows ·of eternal rest: 
Childhood-and youth-and age- for each a 
prize : 
Faith-Love-and Death-I lmmv not whicl11 
is best." 
A. MURRAY SMITH. 
·---:.::·:-------
DESTIXY. 
For some the broad white highway, 
The bold sun and the pas.sers-by; 
For some the deep, dim places, 
And the green shade for sky. 
For some the long, 'far roadway, 
·where wheels turn and wild hooves ring : 
For -some the lost glens and faint paths. 
And quiet and loitering. 
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Chopin-The Preludes 
(I to 12) 
'l'he details oI those bcautifol stories oI 
ancient Greece are, as often as not, 
crowded with contradictio.us. Yet \\'e ean 
readily understand this. 'l'he poet:; of a 11 
ages haYe constantly u:sed these unparnl-
leled romances, giving them the.r 011·11 
interpretatio~1, and investing the substa1H·e 
.of the legend with details to achieve their 
.own ends. In the hands of enthu:;;iasti(~ 
.admirers much the same 11:as J1a.ppcue(l 
to many details of the life of Chopin, tl1e 
most poetical of all composers. 'l'his is 
the more extraordinary, seeing that the 
century has not yet elapsed since the com-
poser's day. However, we can attain to 
no good by recounting such disputes 
.anew, as we haYe no untouched eyiJencc 
to follow, and would liaH to base our 
conclusions on the existing opinions of 
-0thers, and on evidence already folly 
inYestigatecl. Still we i1eecl not be Jis-
·Couraged, as the man himself counts for 
little to postHi~y, while his music is 
everything» 'J'herefore, let us pay our 
.attention to the latter, as it is there that 
fresh .thoughts and beauties may be con-
tinually unveiled, and on these the Yery 
permanence of Chopin 's art must rest. 
At the ·outset we must be very careful 
.completely to dissociate the artist from 
}1is music. It is true .that a man's O\YH 
~xperiences, the peculiar influences of his 
·environment, and the like, may be mir-
rored in his art work, but. this should br 
so only to a very limited extent. The 
greatest of artiists live aloof from ;:i 11 
materialistic circumstances .that woul rl 
alter or affect. their artistry; tlie very 
value of their creations often dt>pencling 
·On thefr harmonising with the emotion;; 
and aspirations of all times. C'honin was 
a life-long invalid, but •only in the man 
himself, and not. in his music, can we asso -
ciate art and inYalidism. This is a Yerv 
important point. The fact tl1at Chopi;1 
w::i,s a consumptive does 11ot. of i1eces-
sity render his music melancholy. JHan:v 
people would see no melancholy in a lo1 
of his compositions, had he been blessed 
with a vigorous constitution foat carried 
"J1im to the four-score. 
'l'he master's style is \\'ell known 10 all, 
but it defies ultimate analysis. lt i ' true 
tliat we can examine his worhs piec 1~meal , 
and label each eharaderistie; but m t ll e 
end we must admit defeat, a_11d realise 
that it is just Chopin's genius that has 
attained ''a grace beyond the reach of 
art." The most obvious eharacterisLie 0£ 
his compos1t10ns is an extraord inary 
beauty and finish. lle is always <.: (ltw1se, 
essentially lyrical, shrouding his tl10 L ghts 
and feelings in a mystic beauty, \ Ii L.L is 
generally incompatible wit~t the '::mat 
scheme of things. H e contmually c;rngs 
in a realm where "music, moonlight , a nd 
feeling a.re one." ln short, his philo:-;ophy 
is of the beautiful, but it is beaut y re-
moved to a sphere \vl1ere Kaiad- are 
softly playing, and \\'here whistin, are 
heard among the trees. 
Tuned as he was in tit<.' minor J;: p,, tlte 
very essence of Chopin 's music is emotion. 
We have seen that true critical principles 
cannot be applied to such music \1·i tl1. any 
degree of safo;faction, and our only final 
method of analysis is to rely on our inher-
ent promptings that. have crystallised 
from true artistic ideals. Our best plan, 
therefore, is to examine carefully the 
framework on which the master has built 
up hi8 eternal bcautier;, trying- thereby to 
catch the inner meaning- of those Yaried 
emotional ex~n·essions. 
·with the exception of one Pre1uc1P (t he 
C sharp min01· prelude of Op. 45 ), the 
Preluc1es of Chopin bea1· the opus m tmbcr 
of 28, and were published in 1839. ln ternal 
evidence shows that most of 1hcm 1ve re 
romposed before the historic trip t o 
the Balearic Tslancls. in 1831<. al-
though the romantic pag-es of < ; ,~orgc 
Sand's records, as well as r,hose 
of others, are often conflicting with 
this evidence. Tt seems most r•~<IBon­
able that. they are musical thoughts jottrd 
down at va1·ious times, and fornlly col-
lected together as one opus hy the 
r'omposer. Suffice it is to say that t he 
preludes represent the master at a high 
standard of proficiency, and under the 
infh!cnce of all the varied emotions of 
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whicl1 lie 'ms eapable. The preludes are 
arranged according to a definite scheme. 
'l'hey are grouped in t\\·os; the first 0£ 
each group being in the major key, while 
the Sl'Concl is in tbe relative mi11or. This 
is "rue with the one exception of the 
1hirfr l•11tli and fourtentth preludes. Other 
orden; 1H1Ye been suggested, hut the usual 
one will be most conYenient, aud quite 
sati<.;fndory for our purpose. 
'I'hc first prelude in (' major i:; an ideal 
(·omposition to find on the front vagl' 01· 
any up11s , Its pulsating rliyt Inn n·1ui1J([,; 
one nf Baf·li , a11d yet i.t exl1ibits nwuy of 
th e diaracteristics of \\·hich Chopin was a 
con:mmnatc master. Despite Yariom; 
attempts that liaye been made, I do not 
1 hill kit is possible to associate any definite 
p oef.i« interpretation \\·ith this pit>cc. lt 
«onsists of but thidy-fonr ha1·s, and has 
t he essentials of a trne impromptu. :Jlan.v 
charaderis fi<·s or the musil·al art - deli-
eate <1<·co1111rn11i11w11t, rising and falling 
r hytl1 m. the art of phrasing', elia11geJ:ul 
mo<111Jation- a1·e to he found in this piere. 
surely one true purpose of an imprnmptu. 
If any general interpretation (·an he gi,·en, 
I wnnltl snggest. that tl1e pirc<' irnli('atcs 
t ht> -ootlii11g ('Omfor1 that musi(' renll:• 
give:-. We star! fc\·crishly, rising and 
falling-. irnf il a nrng·11ific·pnt climax is 
rea<:l1<·c1 at the ernl of thr (\\·ent.,·-first ha1-, 
whi<·h gn1d11ally s11hsi<k-; lo a iiianissi111fl 
at the thirty-third, leaYing 11s in a peare· 
ful frame of mind. This impromptu pre-
lude llernonstrates one pntent effrrt ·o f 
musiral art and for this rNtson it is an 
ideal openi11g prelmlr. 
It is perhaps fortunatr t.liat thr sr('ontl 
prehllle in ~\ minor lias hnt the c·ompass of 
twent.'·-tliree lrn.rs. Bwn then, w·ith its 
slow tempo, its length is snffirirnt to instil 
the deepest rnelanrhol.'- into the soul. I 1 
exhihits Chopin in a pesl'imistic , depress-
ing rnood, a mood that is. ho1YeYrr. pnrrl_,. 
emotional with no l1int of any deep, intro-
spectiYe message. Bet1Yeen the first and 
third preludes it resembles the passing of 
a dark cloud across tl1c soothing radinncr 
of the sun. Such a passing depressrs onr 
spirits, hnt. we know it is onl~r transitor.'-, 
and on that. arronnt we flo not rarr. nor 
haw• the time, to resort to a 1wssirnistir 
philm;ophy of life. Chopin 's means o E 
recording his despondence is very clearly 
seen on examining the prelude. The prin-
ciple is a parallel thematic construction .. 
'l'he theme opens in the treble at the 
beginning of bar three, after t 1ro bars of 
bass- one phrase- hare been heard. lr 
ends at 1 he rnitlcUe ot bar seYeu. 'l'wo 
minim rests , and \\·e reaelt the t.l1cml' 
again, differing only in pitch from its first 
entry. Jn all, the theme is found four · 
times, the concluding t\\·o and a half bars · 
descending to hopeless gloom and despond-
eney. The phrasing in the treble is simple 
and direct, while that in the bass runs 
parallel with the repetition of the treble 
theme , '!'he first t\\·o bars of bass (the 
one phrasp ) Cl'eate the appropriate atmo-
sphel'e for the intnidnetion ol' the theme 
ol' melanrholy. It is a gloomy prelud<' 
illustrating one exlrernit.'' ol" the Yariety 
of moods to \rliieh the eomposer 1ras suli-
jf•d. 
What a delightfol welude is the tl1il'd 
in G major! lt serns as a study for the·. 
left hand, i-cc1uiring a light touch a]](1 
nimble tiJJgers. Jts sparkliug, youthful 
exuberance reealls Yidd memories of, 
'l'ennyson 's brook. 'l'he ri))p]ing bass nms 
without interruption from beginning lo 
end, resembling the joyous slreamlet as 
it dashes t Ii rough 1 IH· tangled foliage to 
th<' plains lwlO\I". ,\nd what can he said 
oJ: the treble melody I ~\lthough racing 
joyfolly orer ston)· \\·ays. and out among 
the ferns, there is a murmur of regret at 
the thought of apprnacliing the stead~· 
riYer, in which its youthful hnhbling \\·ill 
be quickly dissolwcl. This melody, slightly 
sorrowful on that aeronnt , fiually giYes 
plare to harmony with th e unceasing bass, 
and the brook rea c lies its destination fully 
satisfied \rith its yonthful display of 
energy. 'r~rn delightful arpeggio chords 
-both the same chord, but the second 
much the longer-bring us to the final 
ronrlusion that the brook still flows on, 
with less vigour, prrhaps, but forming 
portion of a stream far grander than its 
•original self. 
·with the fourth prelude in E minor " ·e· 
realise Chopin's true' poetic pensivenesR. 
This composition iR really wonderful, 
although ·it could easily be passed by at 
first hearing. Chopin is not \\·earing· his 
heart in full view, and it requires some 
little tuning to harmonise ·our souls, i.f 
we would become arquaintecl ,,it.h the real 
meaning of this exquisite little poem. Th e-
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theme becomes \'Cl'.)" tiring with its \~ailing 
repetition, passes through a sJ1ort-11vell 
relief in the 1e1tt h and tl1irteent11 bars, 
and reaches a t11rna x. with a forte at the 
middle of tlie e1gl!teenth. After this the 
melody dies away peacefully to the soft-
est whispe1· at the conclusion. Many 
people tltink this prelude is somewhat 
gloomy. Personal].), l u.inl\. l'hopm is 
singing in his helm·ed minor key, ponder-
ing the inevitable eonvictions ol' a poetic 
soul. Eventually, at the climax, there is a 
proud but free submission to these inevit -
ables, quite different from the comfortles" 
complaining or the second prelude. It is 
the utter realisation of man's inability to 
alter anything in the eternal scheme ol" 
things, a thought 1d1ich prepares him hi 
accept, peatefully, the inexora hie la ins 
controlling his life and destiny. 
1t is suc!t musie as the fifth prelude in 
D, that makes one really happy over the 
joy of living. Its freshness and rhythmic: 
flow carries one irresistibly along the 
flood of optimism; making one feel, with 
Chopin, that one is the happiest person 
in the world, ·who would eyer ascrib<: 
such a spal"k ling composition 1 o the pale. 
sic·kly-soulet l Chopin of many biographers '! 
Its technical cliffil-nlties are considerable, 
requiring good tempo with both hands. 
and a light touC'li that can 1·eadily Yan· 
to imit the intensity, which rises ancl Calls 
("ontinuously throughout the piece. It i~; 
a study 011 a small scale, with a note of 
s11preme happiness from beginning to 
encl : a glimpse of the Chopin sunshine at 
its brighte. t. 
'l'he B minor prelude, the sixth, is one 
of the most frequently played of the set. 
It is of this one that we read in George 
~and 's romantic memoirs; and yet her 
tra.gic setting for this prelude on the 
island of 1\fajorca must be pure romance, 
seeing that the prelude is definitely known 
to have been composed previous to the 
trip. The prelude is nocturnal in many 
'rnys, sharing the sadness often to be 
found in the nocturnes, lmt is not quite as 
pessimistic as many people seem to think. 
'l'hc man is depressed in spiri1s, hut attains 
some calm with the knowledge of tll{) 
lwa.utiful romposition such n mood has 
inspired. Evidently he helieYed witl1 
f'heHey that'' Onr sweetest soni.rs are tho,;r 
that tell of saddest tho11gl1t." 'l'he theme 
is in the bass, the accompaniment beillg 
rn the treble. '1'he latter is sKil!ul!y 
arranged to avoid monotony, wJ1i1e, at tt1e 
same tune, proctuemg an ecno etten t1mt 
demonstrates ltiglt rnus1tia1JsJ1ip. '.L'o my 
mind, the iinal rntroducrion of the theme 
oI sadness sho1rs the composer as a rnasl\:1" 
or exqais1te tinisJ1. 'l'l1e theme is intro-
duced originally i.11 the 1n·st bar, again at 
the beginning· o.t' the ninth, aud unal1y, 
after considerable varia ti:on, in the 
twenty. third oar. One could not do better 
than to study this prelude for an insight 
into Chopin \; unique constructional tac-
tics. 
'rhe seyentlt preJndc i11 ~\ major is a 
sketch intended for enlargerncut at some 
later time. l 1nquestionably it 1'.·01dd liav e 
given the snbstante for another national 
dance-a 1\fazurka. vVr art> arquainteu 
with the fad that the Poles 1re1 e happiest 
when they sang in the rninol' mode; and 
hence the predilection for millor keys in 
the mazurlrns. This prelude is not in th e 
minor key, hut its plaintive melod:)' 
\YOnld suit admirably for a nrnzn1·Jrn. That 
this purpose ma.'· have been intended i::> 
supported by t Ii r time-sign at mr lised-
alt hough some other prclm.lrs, of ronrsc. 
haYe the same signature- the orc11uenec 
of the fastest notes at the hcginning of 
the bar, and by the faet 1hat the rhythm 
employed is that l'requcntly found in the-
mazurkas. 'l'hp employment ot thirds a11Cl 
sixths also SPPllls signifi("a11t. Rememhn-
ing th is intention ol: 1 hr ("Omposer the 
prelude should be played faster than 
usual-Alfred Cortot pla.vs it to the cor-
rect tempo in his recording oi' the 
preludes-with a grand, piquant climax 
at the thirteenth bar. Before leaving thi 
epitome of the intended mazurka, I would 
like to call attention to the exquisite 
shades of contrast found in at least three 
])laces. The melody is repeated at the 
third beat in the ninth bar. Notice how 
slurring the E to the beginning of t he 
tenth bar, and introducing a G sharp to 
accompany tlie first beat in th is bar, varies 
the feeling, and prepares us for the 
approaching· climax. :?\fore impr-essive still 
are the three chords rising to the climax, 
and the three suhsiding gradually from 
it. The t•op note of the former is C sharn, 
with supporting notes that va1·y widely in 
the third chorn; while F sharp is the top 
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note of the latter group with a <leseeut 
through B, A, and G sharp as supporting 
notes. 'l'his construction is clever, but is 
typically mazurkan. 
The eighth prelude in the relatiYe key 
of .B' sharp minor is a real gem. lt is what 
one would expect to find in a Chopin 
''Prelude.'' 'l'he piece is agitated without 
a doubt, but it rollicks along in the 
grandest style. lt is very difficult to play, 
requiring great bravura for its satisfac-
tory execution. 'l'he sadness is elegiac ill 
character, but far less poignant than tlut 
displayed in previous preludes. One feels 
instinctively glad for a sadness so beauti-
fully expressed. The figure is simple but 
ingenious, and is decorated so artistically 
as to avoid what would otherwise result in 
monotony. Bars one and two-the second is 
a pure repetition of the first for emphasis 
and effect-contain the principal theme on 
which the melody is founded. ~Hter risil).g' 
to a mezzo-forte at the beginning of tlw 
third bar we drop to a repetition of bar 
one in the fifth. Bar six is, however, only 
half identical with bar two, the second 
half carrying us towards a minor climax 
with a forte in .the seventh bar. Hereafter 
we alternate with varying gradations of 
pitch and 1intensity, until bat's niuetePu 
and twenty are reached, when "the"melccly 
of bars five and six is repeated. Wonder-
ful harmo.iic heights are quickly reached 
with a double forte at bar twenty-two. 
This is the real climax , The composer then 
employs an extenuated means for dimin-
ishing the pit~h. lt rea.lly amounts to 
spreading fl1e lJ!'incipal figure onr tiiP 
last four lines, ~mploying a slight Yaria-
tion with the D <;harp in the fonrth hal' 
from the end. It'l claim a" a masterly 
prelude is fully justified-simple melody, 
1'kilful colour cont.rasts leading to one 
main climax, and, aboYc all, a rleeora1iYe 
scl11~me that is unsu»passable. 
The ninth prelude in E major has hut 
the co1mpass of twelYe hars. lts profound 
solemnity offers a sharp contrast to tl1c 
fairy lightness so c·liararteristic of Chopin. 
It is Chopin, still poetical, but largely 
philosophical as well. Perhaps he is pon-
dering over the fate of Poland, perhaps 
over destinies in general. There is an 
appealing grandeur about this prelude, 
that wins one's heart over into sympathy 
with the composer and his views. Con-
trasts are sharply made, just as view 
rapidly change when questions are pon-
dered. .B'inally the omnipotence of 
Fate's hand is realised, but the submis-
sion is made with all dignity. The hea YY 
chording of the last three bars-especially 
with the support afforded by the vibrating 
bass-fully impresses one with the dig-
nity of the realisation. The shake, in the 
bass " ·ork of both the third and the fourth 
bars, is a touch of the highest rdc_r. 
The dazzling brilliance of the tenth 
prelude in C sharp minor has probably 
accounted for the several poetic interpre-
tations that have been suggested. Alfred 
Cortot's representation as "Falling rock-
ets" seems the best ve·rsion, .:ecing that 
the impression conveyed is hrirf and vivi<l. 
But why try to associate any definite idea 
or phenomenon with this prelude¥ 'l'he 
"falling" theme is recorded fonr times in 
all, The last •occurrence is an <>xact repe-
tition of the first, the second varies but 
slightly from the first , whilP the third 
descent differs considerably. 'l'hc theme 
lasts but two hars, and in eacn case the 
bass consists of arpeggio chords. Bach 
<'xposition of the theme is separated by 
two hars of double notes with varying 
bass work. This is the real secret of tlrn 
<'Omposition. 1t amounts to a study in 
arpeggio with Yariahle interlacing bars. 
Chopin delighted in delicate rpeggios, 
and here we have an exhibition of his feel-
ing and ability in that direction. 
The eleventh prelude, in the d.e1ightfnl 
key of B major, is one of the most roman-
tir inspirations CYer recorded in musi<'. 
'!'his composition has givrn me .more imme-
diate pleasure than any other prelude in 
the set, and my only regret is that it is 
far too brief. Its appeal is simple and 
direct, requiring no thought or knowledge 
of music whatsoever. It is as though the 
poet sang in unpremeditated strains of 
the ideal nearest to his heart. The beauty 
of this piece satisfies the mo t exacting, 
whilst its romance pertains to the highest 
of our aspirationf!. IT ere we have exuber-
ance of life, love for the grandest in life. 
that must for ever shatter the opinions of 
many that Chopin was the enervated, 
broken creature so often depicted. Ro-
mance, that charm defying analysis, is not 
pictured as a pri le, sickly Pmotion, but as 
a power capable of achieving wonders 
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among mankind. Tl1e construction of the 
piece is most clever. 'l'he theme may be 
rngaJ:ded as consisting of two parts-a11 
introduction followed by the theme proper. 
l·' sharp is the sounding note ior the rn-
t1•oduction, while D precedes the theme 
proper'" Bctr::; one to fiYc complete ll1e 
first exposition, the final l•' sharp rn bar 
five serving to in trocluce bar six. N otlce 
that the melod,- oI bar six is the same as 
that of bar t,,:o, but tile construction is 
more involved. Th e variation occurs fro'ul 
the beginning oI the tenth bar to the end 
oI the fourteenth, the sustaillcd . v · in the 
last bar introducing the theme in the fol-
lowing bar. Chopin 's art is again demon-
&trated here as the bass work of the third 
bar' of the theme is partly changed from 
that ocettrring ·on the first two occasious. 
One final dash-making the fourtl1 in a l.I 
-and the theme ascends to l,' sharp, from 
which it quickly falls to an exl1uisite 
finish . It is interesting to note the use of 
grace notes throughout, as much of the 
effect produced is due to the composer's 
ahility to use this embellishment. 
'l'he twelfth prelude in G sharp m;no1· 
is one of the larger preludes, but its fast 
tempo inakcs its duration quite short. 'rl1e 
figure is very suggestiYe to interpretation, 
\Yltile there a1·e difficulties botl1 technical 
and psychical. \\'e tliink of _\pollo 's 
fiery steedf. rnci11~ aeross the J'irrna11nen!, 
convulsed with woe, but never completely 
out of command. 'l'he gallopmg is sug-
gested by the uniformity of rhythm and 
accent, as well as by the general similar-
ity of the melodic themes. .Perhaps no 
such allusion is intended. Here is a man of 
great passion, desperately releasing his 
ieelings, but never allowing them to get 
beyond control. As a result he is very 
careful with the construction, and th e 
finished composition is perfect. Bars one 
to eight expound the principal theme, 
which is repeated for the first two bars 
(nine and ten), but then varies more and 
more as we proceed. One double forte 
section (bars t"·enty-one to twenty-eight ) 
is very cleYerly interspersed, but quickly 
giyes way to a theme, similarly constructed 
to the first. Harmonic heights are quickly 
reached witl1 octaves in the treble, pro-
ducing a magnificent effect. Bars forty-
one to forty-nine r epUtt th e opening 
theme, which then varies to fall, finally, 
after some hesitation, in a truly remark-
able maunel'. On e final Yariation, and the 
prelude concludes in a method recalling 
the construction used in bars twenty-one 
to t"·enty-eight. The hint of sorrow is 
quite definite throughout. There is a 
feeling of uncertairity, of douht as to 
wheth er the objective \Yill be reached. No 
one needs to be a philosopher to appl:• 
sn('h thoua:hts to the prineiples of life! 
F.F. 
TO .••• 
The simple beauty gracing flowers fair, 
Enriching o'er the green-clad field of Spring, 
Where wreathed Life is hailed triumphant king, 
Has gained a nobler charm, not always there; 
The dancing lights of summer's languid air, 
The melody of coloured birds that si ng 
To make the dreaming days with gladness ring, 
Are clearer now, and sweet beyond compare. 
And soft has come a great transcending light 
Investing glorious life with golden art, 
Creating dreams of wondrous beauty, bright 
\Vith hope and longing dear to human heart. 
My way is through a radiant wonderland, 
And new-born Love the only guiding hand. 
A. :MURRAY S:\H'!'ll. 
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The Staff and the Mag. 
lt was the :Jionday morning after 
Co1mmem. and the Staff common-room was 
crowded with those whose duty it is t·o 
plunge the student mind deeper into the 
depths of the Unknown. In the middle of 
the room sat four members in judgment 
upon the latest edition of that student 
abomination- '' Galmahra. '' Judging by 
their expressions, the four (whom , for the 
~ake of anonymity we will rall Nero. 
Cornelius, Apicius, and Apollo) were not 
<mtirely displeased " ·ith the publication . 
~lpollo, Nero, and Cornelius purred the ;r 
contentment oYer yarious articles, and 
occasionally passed adverse comment 
upon others. Th e rest of the Staff, draped 
in positions of graceful neg·ligence around 
the room, being in the happy state of 
having nothing to do and the University's 
time in which to do it, listened idly t 'O thP 
three experts in their midst- the fourth 
expert, .Apicius, was dozing peacefully. 
with an angelic smile on l1is face. Jn 
this idyllic scene, then, ensued the follow-
ing·:-
"Well," swid Apollo, "not sucl1 a had 
edition, is it, Nero?" 
' ' Not bad. " 
"Just a hit high bro"· for students." 
added Cornelius. 
"Um. But that's exrnsahle in under-
grads," said 1\ pollo. 
'' I don 't think so. ·why should yuuw 
st ers taJrn such a serious n ew of life when 
t11ey are just begmning it :" 
"It 's only natural tha t t hey should ." 
"It's not natural at all! " 
"All 1·ight, we won 't fi ght aLout it, ' ' 
said Apollo, wearily. 
"'I'll tell you what " ·e 'll do, . , he addecl 
brightly, ''ask Appy. ' ' 
"Righto," assented Con1clius. " I say , 
Appy, old chap-Appy ! " 
"Wassermatted " inquired Apicius' 
sleepy Yoice. 
"~iVha t do you think of Galmah ra '! " 
asked Cornelius. 
''Rosie's nicer, ' ' d1·owsily quoth the 
oracle; "but you've got her na_me wrong, 
Corney- it's Gloriana. not Gal- " 
"Shut up," hissed Cornelius. " \H' 
aren't-" but the :o:onrnolent one con-
tinued unperturbed: 
"Remember the timr yon tried to gr ab 
he1· hanclkerchief. Cornry, nnd sh e srna- " 
"No. L Jon't, and nm: do yon !" r oar ed 
Cornelius, stung to wrath by this r eve la-
tion of a jealously guarded secret, to tlie 
possessors of the grins whi«h snrround <' ~ L 
him. "Wake up, it's ten o'clock.'' 
'Vith a tired sigh Apicius arose, and all 
four collected their gowns and ll'Otes, and 
departed to lead the st.uilen L mind out of 
the darkness into the light. 
ZEILAH. 
THE GIRL AGAIN. 
f thought my feelings long ago had died; 
That all emotion roused at seeing her, 
\Vas but a dying ember fanned. I tried 
To rid my heart of this insistent stir. 
Bu t now I know her simple presence fires 
Their mould'ring embera to their former glow , 
For but a short, short clay with her inspires 
These halting verses-would I have it so? 
Shall I lay bare to her my secret thought? 
Of what avail, for small hope might I bear 
To win her favour though I had it sought, 
So poor a thing am I, and she so fair. 
Oh, hard though it may seem, is it too late ? 
Away from her will this unrest abate? 
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British Universities League of Nations Society 
[This statement has been received from \V. N . H'arrison, and should ll e of 
interest to many. It i.s self-explanatory. Mr. Harrison will be in Brisbane late 
in third term, and may wish to move further in the matter of establishing a 
Society within the University as suggested in the statement.] 
Dominions S ub-Conunittet'. 
Chairman: H. W. Warren (Canada). 
Hon. Secretary: H. Pitts-Brown (N. Zealand.) 
W. N . Harrison (Australia), Miss Skrihe 
( Irish Free State), Miss MacGregor (South 
Africa), F. R. Morae.s (India) . 
Statement. 
Introduction.-The British Universities 
League of Nations Society (hereinafter 
referred to as the B.U.L.N.S.) has recently 
taken the step of setting up a body known 
as the Dominions Sub-Committee, consist-
ing of one member from each Dominion 
and India. This sub-committee was 
appointed for the purpose of arranging, 
so far as lay within its powe1-, for the 
formation of League of Nations Societies 
in the Universities of each Dominion and 
of India, it being understood that these 
societies when formed in any Dominion 
-or in India might be organised into a 
national universities society. The origin 
of the Sub-Committee and the reason why 
it has set about this undertaking requires 
some explanation. 
Of recent years an increasing number 
of students have come from the Domin-
ions to study and travel in Europe. It has 
become manifest that a large proportion 
-of them do not fail to take advantage of 
the opportunities afforded by residence in 
Emope for studying those problems of 
world-wide importance that arise at the 
present day, and of thereby gaining a 
broader and more general education. Not 
least of. these problems is that of inter-
national relations which is inextricably 
bound up with the work of the League of 
Nations . The best proof that can be given 
of the interest taken by students in this 
and other problems, is provided by the 
British and Dominions Students Coi1fcr-
ences tha:t haYe been held during the past 
two years at Geneva. The first conference 
was a small and partly experimental one. 
·1'hr srcond, held last September, was al-
most three times the size of tl1(; first, and 
the number of Dominion ::;tnd1:rr t::; · ttend-
ing ·was incl'eased proportionately. Thi::; 
indicates the extent to whi<;li the League 
of Nations attract::; the atte1 1 ion of stu-
dents, who, being in Burope, have shown 
themselves ready to take advantage of 
the facilities offered to stud.v the League. 
'L'he question immediately aris;es whether 
students back in the home universities 
might not show a similar imerns t if a ny 
facilities for study were pto\·1de<l.. 
But the immediate rea::;un why this 
( 'omrnittee \ras appointed is totally dif-
ferent. and equally signil'icant . 'L'he 
f'ornrnittee- 1n1s set up as tli P .·e~mlt ol' 
what can \Yitltout ex.agge!'ati on he called 
an intrnrntional demand tlw t Domin ion 
st·udents sl1ould take their place beside 
the stuc1e11ts of the other countries in the 
'rnrld in tlirir actiYitirs relatia~ to th e 
League o 1· Nations. 'L'he l•'ederation 
Universitairc International pour la 
Societe des Nations (herei11al"tcr referred 
to as tl1e F.U.I. ) is the .. ·ent.raJ. intrr-
national organisation to which all student 
ho<lies rendering support to th e [ieagu e of 
Nations arc <lffiliated. lt is uile of seven 
intemational student bodies recog-ni setl 
offieially by the League o.f Nations, and, 
through the Committee of Intellectual Co-
operation, is responsible to thr League for 
promoting discussion and stw\y ·o t inter-
national affairs , At a recent Con.:feren cr 
of tlie li'.U.I., the B.U."L .N.~. was a p-
pYoaehecl and asked if it conld not take 
some steps towards getting- tlw Do minions 
represented in the F.U.I. 'l'h is ·body 
pointed out that all the othc1· hrge coun-
tries in the Leag·ue of Nations arr repre-
sented in the F.U.I. as wrll a.' ~uch small 
countries as Paraguay and "Es thonia; an1l 
tliat, although as member states the no-
minions and India send delegations t o t he 
.Assemblv of the League, their <folc gations, 
unlike those of nearly all othe r mernbe1· 
states, appear to have no ofArial sh1dent 
· support. At ~)resent tl1c Em1)ire is reprr-
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sented iu the F.U.l . only by the B.U.L.N.S., 
wl1icb. obviously cannot attempt to repre-
sent or :peak for countries scattered all 
over tb e w orld, and in fact maKes no claim 
to do so. 'l'hc F.U.L therefore expressed 
an earnest \1·isl1 that, in view of the im-
poJ·tant part playe<l by the Dominions 
both indi vidual ly, and corporately as an 
J~mpire, in in~ernational affairs, students 
of the Doiminions should take their stand 
alongside students of other countries, and 
do what they eo11ld to participate with 
them in studying and supporting the work 
oJ tl1e League of Nations, an institution to 
which all their government'> are pledged. 
This eq1rnst of the F.U.I. came just at a 
moment when, as we have seen, Dominion 
_ studcn1F !!,tncmlly in Europe show signs 
of hein " ' .1·mpathetic in the matter. The 
B.ll.L.1 T.~. f P]t therefore, that, working 
th rou"' i; l lorninion students now in Eur-
ope. 1110;1;e tl1ing might he accomplished, 
and aceonlingly, thr Dominions Sub-Com-
mittee wa1-. set up. 
The ta• k which has been assigned to the 
D ominion!'- Suu-Committee is to obtain 
the co-operation of students in the Domin-
ions in ~,·npport of tl1e activities of: th e 
League oi' Kations , Xow, the first aim of 
the Committee is to get into touth with 
some boov in the univr1·sities of each n,,_ 
minion, ~J1if·h will conee1·n itsclE, eitl1er. 
wholly OJ' in pa.rt, with the League of 
Nations. Suell a body may already exist, 
or there may he similai· bodies for the 
study, perhaj1s, or: foreign affairs, or poli-
tics generall)·. H is to such bodies that 
the Committee addresses its appeal. Ii 
bodies of t l1e lllttn sort exist which do not 
coneeru +hcmsehPs " ·ith the League of 
Nations, it. is m·g"tl that such bodies might 
profitab)y rxtern1 thei1· activities to in-
l'lude tlie study of th<' League of Nations, 
an org·anisation wl1ich is of tremendous 
impo 1.anf'P in thl' worl<l to-day. It is 
_.l1 o'ped f rn:t h:v fmch •mrnns as discussions, 
lPeta ·es, Pte., thcsP ho<lies will creatr a 
wide i i,Prest in thr' Lragur of Nations, 
and in m1 tiona 1 .polif.Y in rrlation to the 
League. 
F'm1Jier, it is hoped that once these 
bodies are formed, they will join together 
to form a National Universities League of: 
Nations , ociety similar to the B .U.L.N.S. 
jn Eng]and. Such a body when formed 
co11]d become affiliated to the F.F.T. and 
would thus be in a position to sena to we 
cunrnrences 01 tHaL uuuy ueiegates who 
wou1u ue auie 0111cia11y liO ta1 ... e tneir J.Ju-
mrnwn · s pan in tHe uenoerauuns o.t tile 
l.:olllerenee auu genera11y to eo-operaLe rn 
its worlc. 
Agam, and this does not involve the 
measure oi orgarusauon Sl'l.eccuea out 
above, a soeiety in ea.en unrversny wuulu 
be oi greaG 11e1p m respect oi tlce Bntlsh 
and 1Jomm10ns ~tuueuts Gour.erences re-
ferred to at tne beg111mng 01 tms >:::iLate-
ment. 'l'hese conferences nave been initi-
ated to p1·ov1de stuaents from all the 
Domin10ns and lndia with an opportunity 
of meeting one another and of studying 
and exchangrng ideas on problems arrecl-
ing the Bmplre and the world at large. 
LiJrn the last two, the next conference will 
be held in Geneva, and this gives members 
of <lie Conference an opportunity of 
studying the League at tirst hand, of 
attending the debates in the Assembly and 
the Council of the League, and also of 
hearing specially arranged lectures by 
leading members of the permanent secre-
tariat of the League and of the Inter-
national Labour Office as well as by the 
actual delegates of the Dominions and 
India to the League Assembly. These 
lectures we have found to be extraordinar-
ily interesting and informative. 'l'he num-
. hers of: students desirous of attending th~ 
!Conferences is increasing at such a rate 
that in future some measure of elimina-
tion will have to be resorted to, and special 
provision made for them to be able to 
attend in a representative capacity. It is 
hoped that societies in each university 
1uight give credentials to any of their 
members who happen to be in Europe at 
the time of the Conference and who might 
wish to attend it so that special provision 
might be made for them. Judging by our 
own experience we feel sure that students 
from overseas would find attendance at 
these conferences and the visit to Geneva 
generally, of great interest and value t<> 
themselves; and in addition, which is the 
main point, such visits would -be of great 
value as providing some linJ{ between 
Geneva and the Dominions, and a means 
of spreading a knowledge of and interest 
in the practical working c:f the League of 
Naticns. 
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This then is an outline of the aims of 
the Dominions Sub-Committeei It hopes 
that yon will ~ive some consideration to 
the proposals it has set out, and may see 
fit to co-operate with it in the task that 
has been assigned to it, a task w11ich dis-
tance rendrrs exceedingly difficult. In 
fact, it can do nothing' heyond making 
these suggestions, and bringing to the 
attention of Dominion students frp cr ttie-
isms that haYe been made by st llllr·nts oi 
other countries. We do kuow ~ha.t the 
interest we feel in this subjett i . .; shared 
by large numbers of othee Dom inion stu-
dents in 1'~nrope; and "·e ltopt• that a 
similar interest exists in the nnivenut ie. 
of the Dominions, mid that tl1is app eal 
may find some 1·esponse. 
---o---
The Censorship 
We have a justifiable fee ling of pride 
when we turn to the Times' Literary 
Supplement, and see there the names of 
two of our graduates. J ack Lindsay has 
published a translation of the '' J lyrnm; to 
.Aphrodite," and Percy Stephensen Jia:s 
"-ritteu a ,·olume of ~\.ustralian short 
tories. We have also received a copy oi 
"The \ \Tell of Sleevelessness," written by 
Stephensen, and published hy the Scholar-
tis Press, of which. another of om· grnclu-
ates, :J1r. Eric Partridge, is the head . 
"The \\Tell of SleeYelessuess" is a slight 
and light-hearted skit on tlie Censorship. 
It is written in the form of a nonsense 
rhyme, and is illustr-atccl by l lal Collirn;, 
.an illustrator of no mean promise. 'l'he 
title is obvicusly compounded of tlte 
names of two of the 110Yels that wen· 
banned-'' 'l'he \V ell of Loneliness'' and 
Norah James' novel, "Sleeveless Brr and." 
We a1·e afraid that the rhvme will not be 
appreciated h.Y peopl0 he~'e in .Australia, 
the majority of whom do not even )mow 
that Dora stands fo1· the Defence of the 
Realm Act. 
It seems wrong to giH any magistrate 
the power to destroy an~· hook which he 
thinks likely to eorrnpt the minds of tl1P 
people wl10 read it. We 1 liink, with ~fr. 
, tephensen, that it is time the magistrate 
gave up controlling literature 
And controlled the traffic instead. 
The11, too, it is absolntelv futile to eem10r 
a lwok when it qnlv leads to the e1wiching 
of those publishers i\'ho make a point of 
pubfo;hing hanned hooks. We find the 
Home Secretary condemning a hook as 
obscene and taking steps for its supposed 
suppression and yet, a few w1'f'ks later,,\-~ 
learn that there are 60,000 eopi L'.'i <>[ tllc 
book in circulation. H e wou ld b:.; a liolcl 
man who would state exactly 1vl1~re Art 
stops and Pornography begins. '1':1ere is a 
type of intelleet that ean loo k un t he 
Venus de .Milo [or instance, a:- obscene . 
'l'he Censorship as it is at presen t, is about 
as useful as a soeiety for the sup pi ying o[ 
trousers to tlif' 1uale statue::;, aud l'c-tticoats 
to tlte female statues iu our _\ n GaUeries 
\ronld he. If a\'(·lock l·:Jlis stat(» n,_QrQ.ore 
than the bald truth wl1en he points out 
that the market in obscenity is artificially 
created. No one, he says. woul d. :read a 
book because Ute 1 lome Secretary ,cpm-. 
mends it; there is a Yast publie to :read a 
hook hecanse he <·011demns it. 
\Ye 1·eacl "~leHeless I~n-and." · nd did 
not think mud1 of it. But that i.'l be.side 
the point; 11·e did J1ot sec an_\.-tliing in it 
that. merited its srt]lprcssion . We can go 
to any hook-stall in Brisbane :md buy 
papers t!tat <·011tai11 lllUeh mur.-, unmoral 
rnatte1·; and the Jlaper has tli<• added ad-
,·antage of spicy pictures. lf 11·e are men 
of leisure we <·an stroll do11·n to the divorce 
coul't, and get the raw material of those 
noYels for nothing, and withon• eicpense 
arnl eye-strain. 
'l'be whole thing is an a11011tal ,'-, and thr. 
community as a >l"l1ole is under a debt of 
grntitmle to l\fr . Partridge fo1· bringing 
tl1e matter hefor0 the pnhli<· l«}tice by 
defending "Slee,·eless Enand" ir.. .-t collrt 
of law. 'l'rue hr lost tlie case. That was 
unforhmatc for l1im. hut we lian' ·til hene-
fited hy the cliscnssion whirh lias followed, 
a cliscnssion 1rliieh w0 heliere will u lti-
mately lead to a saner rensorRhip _ 
A. K. THO MSON . 
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Omar Khayyam and His rranslator 
"These pearl:; of thought in PEr.sian Gulfs 
were bred , 
'I'he dive r Om ar bro ught t hem from their 
bed, 
Each softly lucent as a rounded moon, 
I<'itz-Geralcl st r nng th em on an Engliah 
thread." 
Lowell. 
J£dwar<l .B-,itz-Gerald, the translator ,of 
"The RubaiJat of Omai· K hayyam," spent 
nearly the whole of his life in the little 
village of Woodbridge, County of ~uffoll<, 
.1£ng1and. He was looked upon by his 
acquaintances as rather eccentrie, and by 
many was considered to be just plain daft. 
He was the valued friend of Tennyson, 
Carlyle, Thackeray, and Thompson, a 
master oi Trinity College, Cambridge. He 
was initiated into French life at an early 
age, being taken to 11'rauce by his fathe1· 
when he was nine years old. He lived 
first for a short time at St. Uermains, and 
then movecl to Paris. ·we know little of 
the educational or other influences there 
brought to bear on him. 
In 1821 +}dward went io the Gmmmar 
8 c11ool at Bury St. Bdmundt;. Being of a 
sensitive and dreamy nature one would 
not have t.hought tliat he would have been 
popular amo ngst a number or boys who 
made of a tliletic·s a fetish. Hnt lie pof-i-
sessed to a marked degree those qualities 
of making friends \1·hich are sometimes 
given t o lads such as himself, and 1ras 
like<l by almost all ol: his school-fellows. 
In 18' 6, l1aYing obtained more than an 
elemen tary lrnm1·edge of the chu;sies, he 
entered Trinity College, C'amb1·iclge. ·wr-
know little of his college life, but that he 
was indohrnt and self-indulgent . lt \ms 
there tlrn.+ lit• first met William l\Takepeace 
'l'fiackera:v, although he did not meet 
rr ennys011 until after be had left thr 
Univen;it~. ~\ fter lea Ying Cambridge he 
Jived·f.or ·a time at his father's beautiful 
,home, Whersteacl L odge, near Ipswich. 
Tiring of this he roamed round, staying 
with various relatives and buying books, 
among them Bacon's Essays. He then 
started house-keea:iing for himself, but 
soon tired of it. 
He was fond of art and had a fair k now-
ledge of tl1c pictures by the Old l\'Iasters. 
He often tried lus own hand at sketching 
lt is said of .B'itz-Ueralcl tJrnt Jte spent tlle 
first lla!f .of 1ns life acqu1rrng 1muwie(tge. 
l:iis hrst poem was the · · Meaaow m 
Sprmg,'' of w nich Cllaries Lamb wrote 
that lte was envious. lt was puohs1lcd in 
the '' Atl1enamm. '' He next wrote ''Brad-
field hau '' in 1839, and by this showed 
that he was a poet to be reckoned with, 
e.g., 
"O'er the meadows that surround il. 
Broods the dusk of d'ays gone by, 
O'er tile solemn woods tlrnt oounu it 
Ancient sun-sets seem to clie. " 
ln 1853 he began to amuse liimsell b.<:. 
a study of Persian; and by tbe aid ~f 
J ones' Grammar and Eastwick 's Uullistan 
he three years later translated an allegory 
of Jami's. It was a long, rambling work 
called '' Salaman and A bsal. '' lle also 
translated, but did not print, a Iew of 
Attar's stories, which he thought better 
than Jami. He was, too, somewhat 
attracted by Hafiz. 
The '' Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam,' · 
which has now obtained a world-wide . 
reputation, was at the time of Fitz- ' 
Gerald's translation almost unknown to 
the l~nglish public-. Pro[essor Uo\\·eU 
found among a mass o[ uncatalogued 
Oriental -~VIS. of Sir William Ousley '~ 
in the Bodleia11 Libra1·y the most 
beautiful Persian l\i8. that he had 
e\·er seen. It was written on thick 
~-ellow paper with purplish-black ink, and. 
\\'as liberally powdered with gold. He 
found it to be an original MS. of Omar 
Khayyam. He was himself very pleased 
with it, and soon recommended it to the 
notice of Edward Fitz-Gerald in 1856. 
Fitz-Gerald immediately recognised its 
beauty, and when visiting his friend 
Browne at Bedford in 1857 he constantly 
studied a transcript of the l\iS. made for 
him by Professor Cowell, fully discerning 
the beauty of the poem. 
Omar's philosophy, he says, is one that 
never fails us in this world, e.g., 
"Ah, make the most of what we ye t may 
spend , 
Before we, too, into the Dust descend; 
Dust into Dust, ancl under Du st, to lie. 
Sans Wine, sans Song, sans Sing.er, and-
sans E n cl!" 
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J l'e afterwards said that Omar sang in a 
general way the feelings that men had in 
their hearts and which hitherto no poet 
had expressed. 
''Omar, the tent-maker,'' first saw the 
light of day at Naishapur, Khorassan, 
in the latter half of our eleventh 
eentury He died there in the first 
quarter of the twelfth century. His 
life story is curiously twined about 
that of two other considerable figures in 
their own time and country, one of whom. 
~'foi:am al :Hulk, relates in his Wasyat-
or Testamrnt-mnch of the little that we 
lrnow of Omar :-Ile, Hakim Omar Khay-
yam, am1 Hassan Ben Sabbah, were to-
getlier , ·t rnl~·ing under the guidance of the 
Jmmam }lmrnffak, of Kaishapn1·. Here 
1hey ma<le a bargain that. if ever one ot 
them sliould rise to 'rnalth and power, he 
should .·hare his fortune equally ,\·itl1 the 
otl1ers. Years "·ent hy and Kizam rose 
to be Vizit'l' under the Sultanate of Sultan 
_\lp An;lan. 'l'hr otl1ers sought 11im out. 
Hassan Brn Sabbah demanded a 11osition 
of officr . "·hieh at thr rrqnest of 1 li0 
Vizier Ji,. \n1S granted. lle, hmYeYer, not 
rontent with a gradual rise, plunged illto 
the rmaze of infrigue of the Oriental court. 
was disgraced and fell. afterwards assas-
sinatin ··his henefac·tor. Omar also came to 
the Vizier. hut not to elaim title or 11onou1·. 
'"rhe grratest hoon you can eonfer upon 
me," hr ~aid. "is to let mr liYe in a eorner 
nnder tlir shadow of ~-our fortnne. tl) 
sprca<l witle the aclYantages of science. 
and pray for your long life and prosper-
ity." The Vizier granted him this request 
and in addition a yearly pension of twelve 
lnmdred :\Iithkals of gold. 
At Naishapnr thus lincl and died the 
gr·eatest genius of his time. He was the 
author of some astronomical tables en-
titled .,, Ziji-1\Ialik-Shah:i. '' And sornr 
years ago the French re-published an 
Arabic treatise of his on Algebra. 
His.. poetical name signifies a tent-maker, 
and he is said at one time to ham exer-
rised that trade. Omar himself alludes to 
his name in the following lines: 
"Khayyam who stitched the tents of Science, 
Has fallen in Grief's furnace and been sud-
denly burned. 
The shears of Fate have cut the tent-ropes 
of his life, 
And the Broker of hope ha.s sold him for 
nothing." 
He is said to have expressed a wish to 
be buried where the dropping flowers of 
a garden should fall across his grave. H e 
was buried outside a garden wall and at 
times his tomb is almost covered with 
fragrant blossoms. 
The position of Omar among Oriental-
ists is peculiar. In many respects he con-
tradicts preconceived ideas of Oriental 
character. He was, is, and apparently 
ever shall be held in contempt by his 
fellow countrymen. 
Omar's works are known by the sim-
plicity of their language, their perfection 
in rhythm, and their epigrammatic com-
pleteness-no doubt a result of his 
matl1ematical faculty. He did not favour 
the world with narrative poetry, hut occu-
pied himself ,dth the problems of life, and 
death, and sin, and fate, and eim bodied his. 
interpretations in a series of quatrains-
a peculiar form of four-lined verse, some-
times all rhyming, but more often with 
the third line left blank, so as to hold up 
the cadence of the rhythm. 
'l'lie oldrst manus('ript of his poem" 
is that in the Doclleian Libra1·y at Oxford,. 
,1']1ich was \\'l'ilten bY the scribe l\IahmuJ 
Yerlmclaki in 1460 (some three hundred 
ye:ns a ft er Omar's death), and contains 
158 Rnhaiyat or Quatrains. 'l'he C'aleutta, 
the Paris, ancl other manuscripts C'ontain 
Prnny more <inatrains, hut it is with the 
Bodleian that ,,.r mainly deal, that heing 
the one that inspired Fitz~Geralcl's :i\'I:nsc. 
These quatrains would seem from their 
:tpparent disorder to have been written 
at iio one tirnr, hut at various i11trrvals 
extending over a greatel' pal't of the-
port's life. ,\ml so there is no co-
herence in his Yerses. the quatrains 
being arranged in a purely mean-
inglrss and arbitral'y alphabetical 
order. Here is the epigram of a scoffer. 
rnd here the ejaculation of a pious in-
quirer; while the carol of a \vine-hibber is 
followed by a stanza of tender love. 
The poem is probably the most beautiful 
11nd stately presentation of Agnosticism 
ever made. "Though the call for wine. 
wine. wine, is constantly recurring, Omar 
d0es 110t go to t11e wine only that he ma~· 
forp:ct,'' sa~'s a biographe1' of Fitz-Gerald, 
''but also that he may remelmber. He-
feasts on honey-dew and drinks the milk 
of Paradise that l1e may banish fo1· a little-
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time the terror of the unknown and be-
wildering mystery of life ; the pain and 
the shame, the fear and the dark shadow 
that nearer or further lies just across the 
road; thus much to forget, and then he is, 
perchance, enabled to remember the 
sweet days, tl~e spring and the budding 
rose; to remember that though the begin-
ning· and the end are dark yet that tlie 
God of Pain and Death is also the •maker 
·of the fair world, the gracious charm of 
voice and hand and eye, the woven tapes-
try of t:he trees and meadow grass, the 
sunset burning red behind the dark ti:ec-
tl'unks of the grove, the voice of music, 
the sm1g of the bird, the whisper of leaves, 
the murmur of the hidden stream-of al 1 · 
the sights and sounds that fill the heart 
full and yet leavG it yearning and unsatis-
fied with a pain that is in itself a joy.'' 
"'All is vanity," that is the low cry ·Of the 
tired heart when the buoyant strength of 
youth dies a.way, and this the old poet 
realises when he sings:-
" Alike for those who for Today prepare, 
And those who after a Tomorrow stare, 
A Muzzein from ti1e Tower of Darkness cries, 
'F'ools ! your Reward is neith'lr Here nor 
There!'" 
Against their nameless fear men hold out 
many shields-the shields of Honom and 
Laboul', of Faith and Love; bPt then there 
is always tha,t class such as tlie old Tent-
maker who think much and come to a 
-conclusion, which is no conclusion: 
"lnt0 this Uni Jerse and why not knowing, 
Nor whence, like ·water willy-nilly flowing : 
And out ·of it, as Wind along the ·waste, 
I know not wMthel', willy-nilly blowing. " 
When Omar through the beneficence 
-of his old school-fellow, was raised to inde-
pendence h~ d evoted prolonged sh1_dy to 
Sufism. As to the result of his studies 
opinion is dh-ided, and th ere arr two 
principal theories. The first we will call 
the Fit7.-Gerald theory, not because Fitz-
f lerald wholly believed in it, hut beraus~ 
he leant towards it. The second the Cowell 
theory, as Professor Cowell was its chie r 
-exponent. 
According to Fitz-Gerald's theory. Omar 
Khayyam 's Sufic studies had the effect of 
rausing him to turn with contempt from 
hoth the faith and its interpreters, 
whether ascetic, saint, or visionary poet. 
Henceforth he was an Agnostic; tl1e Sufis 
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were his butt, and he was their dl' · d . 110 
saw that their faith amountell to little 
more than his O\\'n when strip1ied oE t he 
mysticism and formal e ompl emen t of 
I sl amism which he would no t hide under , 
Cowell on the other hand , aid that 
Omar was a Sufi, and his great poem is 
a diatribe, not against the tenet:.; oC the 
Sufis, hut against the bigotl'.r oC t he 
l\!Iahometans. He says: "'l'he llOem i.s 
mystical. I am convinced of it. When in 
India I had 1man~r conversation.- ith the 
l\!Ioonshees on the subject and they wrl'e 
all of this opinion. They ridicule 'the idea 
of the poem being anything but d legori -
cal. '' 
One of the most fascinating fo,1t ures of 
the "Rubaiyat" irs the vivid pre,,entation 
that it gives of Omar himself. W c seem 
to know the roystering old siuner as if 
we had taken a bite and sup with him 
"Along some strip of herbage trown. " 
He is accused of drunkenness on account 
of the constantly recurring "''Tine, Wine, 
Wine." But if he is loud in his praise 
of it, it does not necessarily go to show 
that he, the profound scholar and philo-
sopher is also a drunken debauchce--"'rlic 
:;vr ahometan Blackguard.' ' 
For the beauties of nature he l1ad a 
poet's passion- the blossom on the branch, 
the flower on the plain. l\!Iost pleaHing t o 
him was the rose-bud which "Gathers its 
skirt round itself,'' and the tulip which 
c\·ery morning raises its chalicl' f or tlw 
dew of heaven. 
Omar has endeavoured 1.o solve the 
secret of existence- to understand th e 
Deity and the ordering of things on earth . 
"Up from Earth's Centre through t he Seventh 
Gate 
I rose , and on th e Throne of Saturn Rate, 
And many Knots unravel'd by the Ro.ad ; 
But not the Knot of Human Death and Fate." 
Despite his learning, everything to him 
seems a tangle; so, partly in 1•arncst be-
cause he loYes wine; and l1drt]y in 
despair because a pleasant life vas slip-
ping from him and he felt that happiness 
was to be grasped now if ever; and partl5' 
out of contempt for the view. oE men 
who, pretending that they nnder-itood t he 
wo1·kings of Providence, knew nothing 
about it-he tilts the wine-cup and, (in 
jest, perhaps), elevates drunkenuess to a 
height above the most esteemed virtues . 
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Perhap · he thought, ''What is the good 
of repentance? God made me a man of 
in. lt is all destiny. lf anyone is to blame 
it js God Himself.'' 
Hitherto we have spoken of Omar's 
poems in 1 he light of Pitz-Gerald 's theory, 
the theol'y that· is generally accepted in 
~ngland and America, assuming that 
Omar was an opponent of the Sufis and 
an agno tic. 
But there is the other theory, and in 
the ligh of this Omar's poems fall into 
quite ano ther category. Flinging aside 
the man-made creeds he trusts himself 
unreservedly to God's goodness. The God 
of the extreme Mahometans is no God at 
all, but a mere figment of their mrn 
imagination. Thus Omar would appear 
to have become a Sufi. His creed accord-
ing to Professor Cowell and the Eastern 
interpreters is: "Moan not for fear of 
Hell, whether in palace, cottage, cell, or 
Synagogue. Be happy; thou knowest not 
whence thou earnest, thou knowest not 
whithe1 thou shalt go. Some look for 
joys of Heayen. I tell you it is Heaven 
now if you surrender yourself to the loY-
ing kindness of God. Uod is Love; and 
Divine Love which I am never weary of 
glorifying-Divine Love except which 
there is nought under the Sun worthy of 
1Men 's consideration; that under the figure 
of the wine-cup I sing, that will be my 
theme. I\ othing else affords me comfort. 
and I must dwell upon it until my grateful 
heart fails to find words capable of ex-
pressing its emotion. As for Death why 
should I fear it '? To God I owe imy life , 
to him I will surrender it up when Hc-
bids me.'' 
And so has the ancient poet strung to-
gether his verses in a strange assortment 
of Grave and Gay, the result being· to pro-
duce in the breast of the reader a feeling 
of sorrow for the old Tent~maker, who, 
after Yainly attempting to unshackle his 
steps from Destiny and to catch some 
authentic glimpse of To-morrow, fell back 
upon To-day (which has out-lasted so 
many To-monows) as the only ground he 
had to stand upon, however momentarily 
slipping from under his feet. 
"JUNIUS." 
M 
TOWNS IN SPAil\'. 
They sell yellow oranges 
In every town in Spain; 
tl< J 
And the ladies walk up the streets-
And then walk down again. 
They piay crazy music there, 
That staggers and reels; 
And the ladies wear little shoes. 
With high red heels. 
They say that nowhere ladies 
Are as beautiful as these-
They say there's no such music, 
Nor yet such orange trees. 
I'd like to watch those ladies: 
Hear the music in the sun: 
And eat the yellow ::>rang.:,;, 
One by one. 
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Sunsets 
ln my i-eacling of ~hakespeare 1 have 
met numerous references to the phenomena 
of Nature, yet never ha,·e 1 found any 
i·eference to that freest and most beautiful 
of all-a sunset. 1 have .'earched a Cyclo-
paedia of Quotations for a description ot 
a sunset, and I could only find this from 
King Hicbard H I., Act. V. , 3 :-
" The weary sun hath mad e a golden set 
And, by the bright track of his fiery car, 
Gives signal of a goodly day to-morrow." 
Is it not strange that our greatest poet 
has not attempted to describe more fully 
this most lavishly presen tecl glory ot 
Nature ? Be wheresoe'er you may, a i:;un-
set occurs every eyening, and it is ne,·e;· 
the same. 
Turne1· has given us \\'ell-known paint-
ings with sunsets-indeed, he has been 
accused of oYCr-painting them; ancf he is 
not the only painter of smrnets. In litera-
ture perhaps we haYe no word-picture 
better than that of Keats in his "Ode to 
Autumn'':-
"While barred cloud.s bloom the soft-dying 
day 
And touch the stubble-plains with rosy 
hue." 
The only 'other attempt to describe a 
sunset which I can.recall is one in a State 
School Reading Book-a sunset in the 
Blue Mountains. The description is almost 
enti:·ely composed of exclamations whose 
staccato effect cloes not at all produce the 
feelings inspired by a beautiful sunset. 
As one who has traYelled a little in this 
-State I have seen sunsets in man~' gnises. 
I have seen the sun set sullenly tbrough 
the smoke of bush fires; I have seen him 
set behind dark woolly clouds, flecking 
them with angry reCl: and T have seen him 
gaily gild tlic sky at setting. 
Though we do not see the riot o"s wealth 
of colouring found in the sunsets of the 
" ·estern plains, yet we in Brisln,ne haYe 
our own particular beauties. ]•'rom my 
home I sometimes look up and 1-ee on •one 
hill the Governo1· 's residence," F'ernberg," 
and on another a huge co11nde watcr-
tower in Upper Paddington. _\t i;;unset 
these two objects attain a heauty and 
dignity which cannot be confrned hy the 
hand of man. Fernberg \\-ith its, t(rn er 
sunmounted by a flagstaH is "ilhouc' ted 
softly black against the sky, M) that one 
might feel himself with Kea t.R gazing 
through-
"Magic casements, ope nin g on the foam 
Of perilous seas, in fairy lands ror lorn ." 
In tbe half-light the water-tower seems 
almost to float on the dark, feathery fol-
iage of the trees about it. ~\ ga in, from a 
dull sky, towards sunset, Jiaye 1 seen a fau-
shaped ray of light throw up into sharp 
r elief the residences on the hills around. 
Yet none of these ha Ye equalled a sunset 
1 shall never forget. Harn you ever seen 
a brick wall with three naiTo\\· windows. 
high up, and protected by wire,-tj.etting ~ 
• \ nd yet on this wall played the· most re-
markable sunset effect I liaYe ever seen. 
For that wall appeared clothed m 
that palpable living garb of pink, 
found in the rose, changing and 
warm, through whicb ran faint lines of 
shadow. Such was the beauty of tli<' 
transformation that all we who saw it 
stood entranced. Turning to Yiew the sun-
set which could cause this beauty, we 
saw a sky shot with the self-same glow-an 
unforgettable sight. The beauty was nwe-
impiring. 3l:t when we turned again to 
viPw the wall, it \ms of hri<'k mwr more. 
G.M. 
- - **- -
REQUIESCAT. 
She is living 
Like a rose; 
Light on light 
Her presence throws. 
She is dead. 
I did not know 
Anything 
Could quieten so. 
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Vanities 
ONE WAY. 
(The c!ealh of Admiral Goto is reported.) 
With us death i.s a passing hence 
The way we oft least want to; 
But Goto merely changed his tense 
And Goto now is gone, too. 
)fE AND DELILAH. 
v. 
One morning bright and early I wandered 
down George Street, 
I was feeling cold and surly till a girl I 
chanced to meet. 
She tripped along 1 he footpath, fresh as drops 
of winter dew, 
Prettier than a photograph, she drew nearer 
in my Yiew. 
Then I saw my first impression was not at 
all misleading, 
For she had in her possession a set of fea-
tures very pleasing, 
Anil her figure, oh, her figure-it was neat as 
e'er you'd see, 
And it wa~n·t any bigger than a figure ought 
to be. 
Fairy-like she flitted past, and I turned and 
lookeil behind, 
To make a picture that would last for ever in 
my mind-
~ow, in the Lih. you see me , a shattered, 
nervous wreck, 
That woman's face deceived me-SHE 
HAD?ll'T SHAVED HER NECK! 
ZEILAH. 
AN IDYLL. 
She wm:; a simple shepherdess-
A shade too simple, I confess-
And he was a painter, more or less. 
Aha! you scent a SC'andal? 
Well, .she was tripping o'er the lea, 
Thinking no worse than home and tea, 
·when, as an artist will, called he: 
"My dear, do up your sandal." 
She tossed her head of waving curl, 
And looked upon that painting churl, 
And said, "I'm not th·at kind of girl!" 
He, churl-like, went on dipping 
His brushes and remarked, "We'll see." 
Then with a sense •of dignity, 
Scorning the man and turning, she-
In short, she kept on tripping. 
A FAXTASY. 
Lying on the yellow sands 
I saw a nymph nse -0ut the .sea. 
And lo! she carried in her hands 
A crown of g1ist'ning e·bony. 
And when she saw me idle there, 
She gazed into my eyes and said, 
"Oh! mortal, are you not .aware 
That life is only for the dead? 
"He can but live who leaves this life, 
He only can g.ain bliss 
And live immune from earthly strife 
Who wears a crown like this. 
"The crown of immortality 
Must rest upon your brow, 
And you must come and sport with me 
As only I know how." 
But when I rose to grasp her hand, 
She vanished into air. 
So I must quit this yellow sand 
And I must seek her there. 
THE XATURE OF Ill~A£!TY. 
''l'is meet that we, in search of beauty true. 
Should keep in mind these precepts that ensue . 
'Tis not sufficient that one sen.se should 
know 
Surfeit of loveliness: such beauty's low. 
Our sight, taste, touch, our ears and sense 01' 
smell, 
In perfection, participate as well. 
In symmetry does perfect be•auty lie; 
Not merely in the form would I imply, 
But in the attributes our minds attach, 
Of harmony, thereto. Ah, there's the catch. 
Now there are many things that satisfy 
One faculty; consider first the eye. 
Cold statuary, with all its chiselled art, 
Of things we see, forms but a minor part. 
Those flowing lines and smoothly rounded 
limbs 
Attract the eye.- and oft with tears it dims. 
'Ve look at Laocoon, and frightened quake 
At his stark terror. writhing with tlie. snake. 
Next painting comes for our considera-
tion. 
(Regard our gallery, a damned abomination.) 
Here colour-tone, with its recurring theme, 
'Vil! haunt our minds; we laud the colour 
scheme. 
Barbaric shades will blend with softer hues, 
And vivid greens will melt in palest blues. 
Now Jet us turn to things which please 
the ear, 
Sweet music's strains we all delight to hear. 
Sometimes it swells with swift-alarming call, 
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Then, grasp your weapons! Let the plough-
share fall ! 
Again, ·its haunting s·aqnesa plucks the heart, 
And, fr-0m our heavy eyes, s·alt tears will start. 
-Or now it will our Jive's scant joy enhance; 
With whirling notes it calls us to the dance. 
S0me things there are, but few indeed I 
trow, 
That please two senses. These, of course, 
you know. 
'Things of this class, we first of all have 
flowers, 
Most, blooming best after the summer's 
showers. 
Now these with subtle scent delight the nose; 
Consider violets, and the blushing rose. 
And next their colours, delicately laid 
On by a master hand-too soon they fade. 
But of these J)'aler beauties, now, enough! 
Their lovelin ess is flat; they're of a stuff 
'That will ·not stand the test we first imposed. 
Now we will find, provided Fate's disposed. 
That thing (or should we call It "thing"), 
where lies 
A perfect beauty such as none despise. 
There is but one affects our being's whole, 
So let us praise it from our very soul. 
It is that gift of Providence Divine, 
·which 1ooks 1on puny man from heights 
sublime, 
And, pitying, saw his miserable state, 
Then gave him this, his mournful soul to sate. 
Upon the instant it will b'anish care, 
Give us of Heaven's happiness a share; 
'Twill straightway change the tired, scrdid 
land 
To Paradise, make men a happy band. 
This is that gift-I've never shed a tear 
Since finding- it-Oh, glorious, heavenly, 
BEER. 
·Oh, man, unworthy of this gift art thou; 
Thou dost not treasure it, but quick, learn 
how! 
Our Yankee friPnds have realised all too late 
Its hidden worth . and still they ruree the fate 
That first brought prohibition to their shore 
'To sap their joy in life for evermore. 
Ah, glorious beer, in Lethe's deepest pools 
Thou drown'dst the cart0S that so 101! '5 made 
men fools. 
And what a wond1·ous death, to drowu in beer, 
Or, better still, to be suspended then"' ... . 
Deep in a sea of it, like some stran ge fish 
I'd lie, nor for another heaven ever wish ... 
At first we .strove to find true beauty's 
form, 
Consistency points out that beer's th e norm. 
Smell first its subtle, wonderful perfume. 
'Tis gentle as the violet's od'r0us l:>loom. 
Ah, for one moment, to the scented grove 
About Olympus-home of Gods-I move! 
Does not that breath dim visions conjure you, 
Of danci ng girls beneath the heavPn ·s blue? 
Slow, s leepy days beneath the hemloeks tall; 
T'he jewelled bowl of night at even 's rail? .... 
And now anticipate the coming drink . 
Hear plashing drops into the tankard s ink. 
So sounds the tinkling of the little bells 
Of go ld , that camels bear where Omar dwells . 
Then let's es.say its rjch, full-flavon r ed taste ; 
Old Bacchus' famed libatio9s are hu t waste 
And worthless vanity compared to th is ; 
No other draught purveys such matchle~s 
bliss. 
As tropic stars which blaze fi·om 'itygi an 
deeps, 
Or Boreas, that the icy North-sky ,,wpeps, 
Ro are the lambent flames and rudd.v g-low 
That glint and gleam in beer-dri1'iker;i know. 
Next we perceive that it will e\·en soothe 
'The sense of touch-as velvet. it is smooth. 
'Pake it 11pon your tonguA and ]Pt it r oll ; 
This is a feeling that will joy the ~oul. 
But would you know its true intrin,ic worth , 
Then bathe in it; (this thought had birth 
In some Empyreal heaven-'tis not (1f earth). 
Soft as the elfin brush of fairy >Vinl?:R. 
It takPs its place among the finest things . 
Pour it upon your heated, care-worn brow, 
And then, a firm disciple, take the Yow. 
All other bAauties ~re but imit<>-tion. 
None have the worth. and few th;:- r e1111tation. 
T/loue-h with seductive arts tlwv all will sue, 
'Tis BEER alone whose beauty's e,·er true. 
Jl"NIUS. 
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The Importance of Agriculture 
n ~;pi e of the fact that city dwellers 
~U'D itldined to look down on the farn1cr, 
calllng. im "hayseed," "boob,'' and other 
··unpleasant names, agriculttue is still one 
of the most important of Jn11na1! acti \'-
itietL Tl1a.t this is realised in all eivil1sell 
countrj,. · is shown by the fact that great 
interest i ~ taken in agricultural research. 
and that during the last century, statio11s 
fo1· fh js purpose have been established all 
over thr world. 
Jn th•· history of mankind agriculture 
appear' as the first great ciYilising iuiin-
cncc. 'J'hc earliest men were hunters, and 
had to 111· eontent with whatever the earth 
sponta1i1!1rnsly gave them. 'L'his type of 
' life Jiad no civilising tendencies; the 
eountry \1·as soon exhausted of its natural 
productF, and so the hunters had no fixed 
home, hut were wanderers. .Also, this 
method of fo·ing did not permit the popu-
lation to attain a density sufficient for 
the begin ning of civilisation, and the 
JH'lctctic .. n\' hunting tended to encourage 
individual rather than colkctive effort. 
'rhc necessity of obtaining the mere needs 
of cxi81P ll('C took all the hunters' time 
and crwrg-y, leaving no time for l1igher 
occupa1ions. 
'l'he 1wxt stage in human development 
is the Jlh'·;tornl <·orn11rnnity. }len learned 
1o tam e an.cl breed animals instead of 
merely using those JWO\·ided by nature. 
'l'h·is '\\a~ :ilso a nomadic form of life, but 
was an improYement on the hunting stage 
in that men had more leisure; it also 
tended towards the deYeloprnent of the 
patriarehal family, and with this , a r.nm -
her of Jn"·s and rrn;torns which have 
end111e1l to·snrne extent en'n to the present 
day, 
'l'lw orig in of the art or agriculture is 
velled in mystery. Some suppose that it 
origi11ate1l from the custom of burying 
food along with a man's body. 'rhe corn 
tlrns buried may han' grown ; arnl sonH' 
intelligent man may ht\'e noted that it 
grew much more thickly than it did i11 a 
natural state, and this would leaJ to culti-
vation. However, this is mere conjecture, 
but it is certain that agriculture was prac-
tised by the Egyptians at least eight 
thousand years ago; pictures of oxen 
drawing a plough are found in the '' Dook 
of the Dead," which is known to date 
from about 6000 B.C. 
When men learnt to grow useful plants, 
it was necessary for them to remain in 
the same place for some time, at least for 
a year. 'l'he practice of agriculture 
allo1red more people to live together, as 
the area of land required for subsistence 
was less than that required in the pastoral 
type of life. Since cereals need to be 
ground into flour and cooked before they 
are of nse as food, a greater variety ot: 
activities was required. ·wheat and tl1e 
otliel' cereals are easily stored, and thus 
man learnt the lesson of· thrift-, and the 
dangel' of famine was gl'eatly reduced. 
~\ ll these factors working together gaYe 
an environment favourable for the devel-
opment of ci\·ilisation, and the peoples 
that saw the advantages of agriculture 
became civilised. and powerful. \.Vell-
known example,;; are the l~gyptians, Per-
sians, Greeks, and Homans. While these 
nations saw the ad vantages of agricll lture. 
others saw a number of disadvantages in 
it. Their chiefs feared that it would 
make the people soft and unfit ior fight -
ing, and would cause inequality by en -
couraging the possession of large pstates. 
Caesar found this state of affairs among 
the Germans when he ,\-as in Gaul. 'I'hese 
prop.Jes remained savage till they also dis-
rovered the advantages of agrir11ltnre. 
An important social ~mprovemeut re-
sulting from the practice of agriculture 
was the development of a more settled and 
rational relationship between the sexes. 
·when man lived by hnnting· and fighting, 
the men "·ere often absent from the camp 
for a long· time. On thei1' return, they 
looked on the women as a re"·ard for their 
brn\'ery and skill in the hnnt. When a 
man had won his woman by .risking his 
life in the hunt or battle, he was very 
jealous lest she be seduced, and thus was 
apt to demand her seclusion, This led to 
the type of sexual relationship which is 
exemplified by the Turk and ancient 
Norseman. The woman in this case is 
greatly inferior to the man. However, in 
an agricultural community the woman is 
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. as capaule of \rorking in the fields as the 
man, and there is no necessity for the 
man to leave her for -any length of time . 
. Also, the wmuan is not considered as a 
prize of hra very, and so loses the inferior 
rank which she receives in a community 
-of hunters. .I 11 this \my, also, agriculture 
has acted as a eiYilising influence. 
Turning now to the modcr11 world, we 
see that in spite of recent great progress 
in seconda.ry industries, agl'ieultnre is as 
important as, if not more irnportaut than, 
it has en'1· been in the l1ist0ry of man-
kind. Witli the development· in manu-
facturing, it has ha.ppened tliat many 
.countries have specialised in secondary 
industries almost to the cxelusion of 
.agriculture, aud depend on othe1· l'.OUntries 
for tlici1· food ancl raw rna1 l'l'ia I. l·~ngland 
is pi--ohauly tile best exarnple of this. 'l'he 
population of 1ltesc eountries is usually 
ver;\· dense, and tins iJJcreascs the nce~l 
for food hence l'learly shmrino· tile oTeat 
importat;<·e of agricuiturr in tlie 11H;'de1·n 
world. W c should remern lwr that, al-
thougl1 there has been a great increase in 
the productiYity of human lahom· due to 
the use of mael1i11ery, 1 his has heen leas t 
in the case of tl1e most impol'tant articl es. 
i.e., those providing food and Hhelter. 
'rhe phenomenon of de<'.reasing returns 
makes the proyision of food for the cYer-
increasing· population still more difficult. 
In the cultiYation of any area, an increase 
of effort will result in a proportionate 
increase of productivity up to a certain 
point, and then the increase will hecome 
less and less till finally no greater yield 
-can be obtained from the land however 
much more is spent on it. The point where 
the proportionate increase in returns be-
comes less than the increase in effort is 
1mown as the point of diminishing returns. 
and when this is reached the only wav 0f 
feeding a larger num her is to extend the 
area of cultivation. Of ro11rse, an alter-
native is to lower the standard of living, 
but, at least in Australia, this idea would 
not be entertained for a moment. But 
the area of cultivation of a crop cannot 
be extended indefinitelv. ;:is it will onlv 
grow in a suitable cli~ate. The area of 
cultivable land on the earth is also 
limited, though this limit has not by any 
means yet been reached. 
'l'his idea of diminishing returns and 
.increasing population has giYen rise to a. 
good deal of thought. In 1/9S )ialthus 
in his "Essay on Population," pointed out 
that sooner or later a time ~roul<l <:ome 
when population would press on the means 
of subsistence, and world,YidP famine 
would ensue. Just a hundred years later 
Sir William Crookes, in an add.ress fo the 
British Association, announced that the 
limit of wheat cultivation had hee11 
reached, and that increased supplies .-ould 
only be obtained by more intensive agri-
culture. However, this prophecy was 
proved to be wrong; the area under wheat 
increased by twenty-three per cent. br-
tween ] 901 and 1911. 
At present there are no great areas of 
cultiYable land lying idle, and the only 
way in which it is possible ;to _prevent 
starvation, so long as population continues 
to increase, is by the applicati<on to agri-
culture of the methods of scientific r e-
search. Many useful articles can now be 
made artificially, but no chemical sub-
stitute has been found for the C'S'-'<' nfial~ 
of human food and clothing'. The Jl rotlnc-
tion of artificial silk merely removes the 
burden of producing silk from the silk-
worm to the timber tree, and thns there 
mav he a temporary alleviation of tlw 
diffieulty, hut it is bound to crou up again 
as ponnlation increases. 'I'he importanct> 
of agr-icn ltlual science has been recognised 
in all civilised countl'ies, and research 
stations are now found all over the world. 
The first :wrfoultnral exnf'riment station 
was estahlished at. Rothamstec1 ("England) · 
in 1834, hv John Lawes, a countrv gentlf'-
man, and is still doing good '"01·k. 
Tn snite of the great nrogresc:: nf scien-
tifie resrarch in :u:rrirnltnre r1uring th.~ 
la.st cenh1rv. thp srirncp Ptill has a ]011g 
w;:i,v to !!'O to rat<'h 1m the art, which lrn.s 
lwen nr::irtisf'i! fnr manv thonsands of 
vears. For instanre. it is only during the 
last thirtv vpars that the reason for thr 
use of leg11mes as green manu_ring 1•ron.;:; 
lrns been discovered. hnt their benefiria l 
effPrts on the soil have been known and 
useil for many centuries. 
Probablv one of the best examples of · 
the use of scientific investigation in agrio' 
cnltnre is recent researches on wheat. ln . 
England, Sir Rowland Biffen elirminated 
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the ten per cent. los,-;; due to the ravages 
.of wheat rust by breeding a rust resistalll 
type of wheat which produced grain or 
good commercial quality and was also 
suitable for the climate, The use of this 
\\·heat increased the average British yield 
from thirty-six to forty bushels per acre. 
In Australia, John Farrer, in New South 
\Yales, extended the area in which wheat 
eould be grown by developing· a variety 
resistant to drought. Other im7estig-ations 
have led to improvements in ~ulturnl 
methods, such as the practice of Jry farm-
ing and the discovery of superphospl1ate. 
These are the modern methods of making-
two blades grow where one g1'ew before, 
and the interest taken in ag1·icultural 
research shows that agriculturp is recog-
11ised as a very important phase i1 1 modern 
industry. 
TO A DOG. 
·we laid y:m in the earth to-day, 
A decade's faithful friend. 
Apart from ours now lie.s your way 
Till the dim undistant end. 
No wind can reach so dark and deep. 
Only the gentle rain. 
And it shall be as soft as sleep 
After a day of pain. 
You rest by well-known footsteps lulled; 
The dreamless dark surrounds. 
And through the loose earth-covering dulled, 
Come old familiar sounds. . . . 
Perhaps the old ways know you still, 
w·e .see but darkly here. 
The veil between is dense until 
The border-line is near. 
A dusk shall come before the dark, 
And spirit-sharpened eyes, 
Beyond a new horizon's arc-
Strange things shall see arise. 
When the last night closes deep and warm, 
And the last cold light's a-wane, 
"'Will a faithful shadowy black-eared form 
Run by my side again? 
Z. STABLES. 
C.S. 
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A Scientist's Lament 
~-1. :;1i:<.1 ll dal'k room; a Iigute, thin and 
paJe, H l w rn gown and battered trencher, 
clrnnis i,;Jowly to himself a queer barbarous 
chant · 
"Fo:,r pi nu see over I, 
SJgma, sigma, sigma of aitch cos theta 
I dee 1," 
<ly.i ag away intv a ghastly moan. 'Then 
sudden]y it laughs immoderately, a harsh 
·trained laugh-'' Ha, ha, ha, you can't 
lock me in, l'm mostly nothing! Ha, ha!" 
'Then spr inging suddenly it hurls itself 
against the hard stone floor of the crJl. 
J woke in ai col<l sweat, and, as l sub-
sided m o slum brr again, decided that 
per lrn.p1< t his was not so absul'd a Llrcam, 
pc1·hapi-: ( o Ii, horrors! ) I won! d sorn e da Y 
act that part. l<'or I have bul a normal 
brain ; I ha Ye not the scientiilc power 0 r 
concej11jng a distance infinitely great ; l 
<lo not appreciate the masterly logic- oC 
ma:then.raties when a professor fills a page 
with a bewildering array of temporarily 
constant variables and variable coustants, 
in tb c !<~nglish, :Jiathematical, and l1alf 
the (ire·~ k aJpl1alwts, nncl all in Ol'der to 
prove that if a certain expression is true, 
then H i8 trur. .\ nd this is no idle dream , 
it .is hanl unpleasant fact that has be-
wi ldered all m,\· comrade "::\fathematics 
'l'wo-ers . '' 
J\gain in th e fil'st Physics lecture of th e 
year we ar e told that" force is th e agency 
wh icli c•hang·es motion. In ' relatiYe me-
r ha ni<'!-! ' (011r ol' th e latest physical 
f ashions) fo rce is regarded as illusionary.'' 
· f'ouple cl' 1rith the iclea of anto-suggestion 
this seem;; wondc l'flll: imagine it- you rid 
yourself of, tlir illusion 1hat you need 
force 110 effert n rhange of motion and 
}Jerform prodig·ions feats of strength; 
then, beforr an admiring populace, yon 
airily r emark, "Oh, that's nothing! Force, 
effort, s trrngth, yon know, is only an illu-
sion." But somehow 1 cannot quite grasp 
the idea.- m.v knee onre rhanged the mo-
tion of ;i 11ocke~- stick, and,- well, it wvs 
a mig11ty strong illusion. 
I read on: "A partit'le l1a>i innate iner-
tia; much donht has been thrown on this 
Jaw. " 'T'ranslating it into rommon 
Bnglish, into language that everyone may 
nn<lerstand, we 1iave "A thing once nnt 
tenil. i (> stay put, I don't think." Here 
for once is something rational; here is 
one of those i·are statements that my 
normal brain will heartily endorse. Doei> 
a collar stud ever tend to remain \\'here 
you remember clearly you put it '! 
Again I swot on, to he startled from an 
algebraic doze by the words, "So far w.e 
ha Ye considered empty space; for solid 
media the behaviour . . . . is not of 
theoretical importance, for matter is really 
empty space with a sparse regular distri-
lmtion of electric charge." How very 
funny! This table is mostly empty space, 
and ]-(ha! ha !)-.lam empty space with 
just a pretty pattern o.f plus and minus 
scattered through, scattered almost as 
closely as hall a dozen peas would be in a 
cathedral. ·why, hundreds of years ago 
·willie Shakespeare grasped the idea: "We 
are such stuff as dreams are mat.le on. ' ' 
But, I don't 1'1101\". I mean, how can a 
hockey stick hmt if it is composed ot 
scatte~·ed, intangible, electric charges 1 
Still the idea has help ed. 1 can at la.~ t 
realize the enormity of an infinite distance 
by varying the old formula, ''If you were 
in an express train travelling at sixt.\· 
miles a second then by the time yon 1rne11· 
anything about Physics, etc." 
And yet there are times wheu I feel 
glad I am doing all these scientific sub-
jects. F'or J liaYe just read: "On these 
conceptions is J;iasecl the law oi: happen-
ings which tells us when and how any-
thing will happen." How wonderful! M:;' 
fortune is made; let me just swot up this 
law and then I am off to Aseot to appl:;' 
it to a system of several horses. Alas! the 
next few words T see scribbled down are. 
"In order that anything shall happen it is 
neressary and sufficient that there should 
be a difference in the intensity factor of 
energy in different parts of the system. '' 
Oh! if only I were scientific ! If only I 
could interpret these magic words! 1 
cannot; they soar high above my fe eble 
reach. Oh, unkind fate thus to delude me ! 
Oh, cruel destiny, to raise my hopes only 
to blast them more completely! 
Is it any wonder then, that I see myself 
demented, mutte::.-ing mathematical mon-
strosities or ph'.rasing physical profun-
dities, with rhythmic cadcnre or in drawn-
out 1!110an? J . 
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· f he Romance of Hinemoa and ~f utanekai 
It is not long before the visitor to 
Rotorua becomes acquainted w1tl1 the 
story of Hinemoa and '1\nanekai. 'l'wo of 
the principal streets of the town perpet-
uate the names of these tw.o lovers cele-
brated in Maori legend; and a tableau 
representing their story, is a favourite 
item on the programme of the Maori con-
certs which are staged for the benefit of 
visitors to the town. 
Now Rangi-Urn was iwoperly tl:e \\·i[e 
of Vv1iakaue-Kaipapa, but at one time she 
l'an away with a chief named 'ru\r liaretoa, 
and had by him a son Tutauekai. Finally 
\Vhakaue and Rangi-Uru "·ere united 
again and \Vhakaue treated Tutanekai as 
if he were his own son. So Tntanekai 
grew up with his half-brothers and :;ister 
on the island ·of 1\fokoia in the i11iddle of 
L::ike Rotorua. lle learned to play on a 
"koauau," or bone .flute, which was 
carved from the arm bone of Tolnmga 
::\Iuriranganga, and became very skilful 
with it. 
On the mainland dwelt a maiden of high 
rank and of rare beauty, "beautiful as the 
wild white hawk," "graceful as the shy 
white crane." Now at mm of the great 
assemblies of the people at Ohinemutu on 
the lake shore these two young people set 
eyes on each other and it was a case of 
love at first sight. Each was afraid to 
declare the passion which the other had 
a!'oused, in case it was not reciprocated, 
but at last after many, many clays, 
Tutanelrni sent a messenger to tell Hine-
moa of his love. It was resolved that 
Uinemoa should run away to Tutanekai, 
for her family prized her so much that 
they would not betroth her to any chief. 
Tutanekai had promised to play on his flute 
so as to guide Hinemoa in paddling her 
canoe to the island, When she went down 
to the beach that night she found that all 
the canoes had been hauled up upon the 
shore, for her friends had suspected some-
thing and had left no canoe afloat. 
(Another example that "the course of 
true love never did run smooth.'') 
After reflecting for some time she re-
·solved to swim over to Tutanekai, although 
the night was very dark and cold. She 
accordingly took six large, dry, empty 
gourd:; as floats, and then thro wing off 
her clothes she cast herself into the water. 
She could not distinguish in what direc-
tion she should proceed owing to t he dark-
ness of the night, but the sol't measurn 
from the instrument of 'l'ulanekai was her 
guide, and after a long swim sh e at last 
reached the island. .\t the place where 
she landed there is a hot spring- ::;cparatcd 
from the lake only by a nat'l'OI\ ledge of 
rocks, and into this pool Hi11ern oa got to 
warm herself, for she \\·as trembling all 
over, partly from the c·okl, alll l paslly 
also, perhaps, from modesty at L1 1e 
thought of meeting Tutanekai. 
\Vltilc the maiden \\'US 1 ltus warming 
herself in the hot spring, Tutane kai hap-
pened to feel thirsty, and sent his servant 
to fetch water from the lake. He <mme 
close to the spot \\·here the fr i ~htclWd 
maiden \\'as. J loll'ever. adoptiiw: a gruff 
voiee like a man she asked him whom the 
water was fo1·, and when he replied t;hat 
it was for Tutanckai. sl1e told him to g- il't' 
it to her, and after dri11k!11g a li ttle, she 
deliberately ]woke the calahash. 'l'he ser-
vant went and told his master 1hat the 
calabash had been broken h.'> '' t lie ma n 
who is in the bath," ancl was <l~ta in se11t 
with a second c-ala.bash to feteh \\·a te r. J\,; 
before Hinem.oa asked for the ('alabasll. 
and when f'he got it, she hrokc it ah;o. 
These occurrences took place repeatedl~· 
between tihe slave and Uinemnn, till at 
last the slave had to inform 'l'utanekai 
that all his calabashes had been hrokeu. 
Tutanekai in great rage seized his Cluh 
and rushed down to deal with the rascal 
who had dared to break his calabashes. 
Thus it was that he found T-Iinemoa. He 
threw garments over her and took Jier to 
his house, and they lived there happily as 
ma.n and wife according to the ancient 
laws of the Ma·ori. 
The descendants of Hinemoa and 
Tutanekai to-day are living on Mokoia 
Islanil. anil noint ont the identical pool 
in which I-Iinemoa bathed. This pool to-
day is kniown as Rinemoa's bath . "Sam" 
Haupapa, one of her descendants, con-, 
siders that the celebrated swim took place 
about 1078, 
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It is i11teresting to note tliat in thr 
Auckland :.\lnseum there is a "koauan'' 
or bone -fhte which, it is claimed, is the 
identical flu te on which Tntanekai played. 
The fln 1•' was in the possession of th0 
N gatitnianekai tribe, and the last holder. 
Tohi te l 'rura.ngi, who was killed in 1864, 
presented it to Captain Mair, and on his. 
death his widow presented it to the Auck-
land Museum. 
'l'HE WANUERER. 
Steeped in the blood of the univer.se and the 
deep-drunk wine of kings, 
Grey with the ghostly shadows ,of far, for-
gotten things, 
Silent and grim 'neath the blazing stars, 
lonely, massive, and grand, 
The towers of Kaba's city rise on the road to 
Samarkand. 
Vistas of ruined terrace where the last rose 
droops its head-
Under the crumbling gateway the watchers' 
fire glows red-
Though a thou.sand thousand roses bloom, and 
soft the wind goes by, 
Jewel-flecked the latticed courtyard lies bare 
to the moonlit sky. 
Prince and potentate vanish under the mist 
of years. 
In the silence echoes linger, vain strivings 
and distant fears-
Shatter the splendour for ever, the weave of 
a wanderer's brain! 
The starlight over the desert pales-we follow 
the road again. 
R.F.C. 
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V estibularia 
\Ve welcome :'\fr .. A. J. ~::ltoney, B.KE., 
A.111.l.1!~. (Arnst.), of Melbourne, who has 
been appointed demonstrator in the engin-
e ering department. 
Vtf e are pleased to J1ear that Profess0r 
Alcock, Professor Mie:1ie, and Dr. Jones 
have all recently be<'ume tli e prnu<l fath e1·:; 
-0f small daughters. 
T. P. l<'ry is again i11 B1·is1Jane, haYing 
r eturned from Oxfo~·cl after taking seeonds 
in his finals in La\\". lle has heen granted 
a Commonwealth Fund Fellowship in law 
at Harvard Uninrsity, and will lcaYe for 
.1\me1·ica ahont ,\ugust 20tJ1. 
Jim 1fahoney and Alan Hoe~' left for 
England on 161h .Tnly hy the , \scanius. 
Both haYe been grantN1 free passages. 
~\lan TToE>y was granted a TraYelling 
Rrl1olarship, and \1·ill continue his studies 
in l'lassirs. .Jim l\fahonry, 1l1e Rhodes 
;::;cl10lm· for this year, will carry on with 
his studies in Modern Languages. 
~h1hur ] farclie Corbett, H.R, has heen 
appointed Union Representative to the 
Impnial Conference of University Stu-
dents, to be held in :'.\fontreal, Canada, in 
September. 
Walter Harrison has won firsts in 
,Jurisprudence at Oxford. He is now on 
his way to South Africa with the ,\<-hilles 
...-\tliletic Club team _ ancl after toming 
.._ outh A frira, will arr! ve in , \ ush'alia in 
October. 
Kathleen Campbell-Brown has been 
granted a free passage to l~urope. 
Leslie Campbell-Bi·own is now on the 
staff at B.G.G.S. 
We congratulate Glad. Halstead and 
.Alec. Clappison on their engagement. 
Latest news of 'l'oni Rohde is that she 
is holidaying in Paris. 
We leam that Cer. Sinnamon and NeJl 
Grant have recently become engaged Our 
congratulations to them. 
Our hest wiRhE>s to Percy Lanham and 
Bessie 0raham, who have become engaged . 
Marj0rie Park has lE>ft the State servir<> 
and fa on the staff at B.G:G.S. . . ' 
WE> congratulate Kathleen \Vearne a11cl 
Don Philp on thefr engagE>rnent. 
Yolande Warde is teachinn- at Glenrtie, 
·1'oowoomha. "' 
A. Bryson, :M.Sc., is seicnce iua.,,tet a t 
the Hockhampton State Higlt Sel wol. He 
lectures to the Dip. J~ngineeri11g .,:-.udents 
attending the 'l'celmical Colle ~e , and 
occupies his spare time in 1·esearcl work. 
J. 1\1. l<'loren<-e, B. ~\ .. is at T r>wwwille 
lligl1 School. His spare timl' i~ "pent m 
''pramrni11g " a 1929 son in an l~~s"x: car, 
We hear that ~\ncly }luir an d ileen 
Campbell !Jaye become engaged. flur con-
gratulations to them. 
Fred Few is ch emist at th e T'ai ·yrnead 
Sugar ::\Iill. Bundaherg. Carl Dergl in 
holds a similar position a t , \yr. 
"\Ve lrar11 that Dick }[l'Jlor lia ;;; hecome 
engaged, hut fm·ther l1l'!ails ai·1' laeking. 
We offer l1im our congratulations. 
Onr best wisl1es to Fni_r. \Yi·od and 
Hazel Fishc1·. who ha YE> becom e Cl'\.i, i:r·ed . 
Bel. l)irnmork, ,1·(' helie,·e, has returned 
to Brishane from Singapol'e, 
Phyllis Dnnlon is tea<·hing at th e f'l1 nrr h 
of l~11gla11d (Jirls' School. ('orinda. 
Pat. :;\Tc·Gregor is a1 thP Teach c l',; Train-
ing College. 
Krith llall is a l lonsemastp1· at D.IHL ., 
and tcaeltcs :'.\Taths. and Junior science 
snhjerts . 
'l'helma Kissen is on the staff of D.G.U.S. 
Gordon Fisl1c1· has lately heen in Bris-
hane . 
Ken. (iilhrn li;1s hePn 1eaclting at. th e 
Ro<·khampto11 Grnmmar Rchool. 
Charlie B<1rton was r<'centl~· appointed 
to tl1r l\Tain Roads Boarcl. 
T\athlren }fnrpl1~· is at the Co mmE> reial 
High S('hool. 
Enid Ravmont is teaching at t he Too-
woorn ha Tligl1 School. 
Toowoomha has also rlainwd R hys 
.Tones. He is teacl1ino· at the 1'oowoomba 
Gramma1' Rchool. ~ 
Gordon 8t.urtridge and Robin Charlton 
are doing medicine at l\felhourne 'Varsity. 
Rturt. did good work in the recent Inter-
'Varsit~' -"\t.hlrtirs. He was chosen with 
the Austra lian team ag·ainst t he Ail 
Blacks in ihe match recently ]Jlayed in 
Brisbane. 
D". A. Mayes has built np a profitable 
practice in the Clayfirltl district. 
J. D. Walker, B.A., is still at s~~,t~' 
('nlle>!?e, Wm·wif'k. 
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A Simple Story 
T~1 e1·e was onec a young man called 
13evcrlic who \\'as very ambitious. He said 
to his father one day: 
" l''athP t·, how do you become famous~" 
and his fa ther, who was rather famous on 
the stock exehangc, said carelessly: 
' '. ()h, you beC'omc very good at some-
thing like 1.nusic, or art, or garn bling on 
tli e stoek exchange ,' ' 
Now ,,i1wc De\'erlie wa~m 't musi<·al, 01· 
any good at tile arts, or guessing about 
shares or auythi11g, he <lceiclccl that ltc had 
better marry the most he1111tiful woman in 
th e worl d <~tHl get famons thaL way. 
So he -.;et out aml trn ,·clle<l fol' sc\·cn 
clays, an<l 1rhen women \\· bi \\ ' ('!'(' attra"-
tive-but-11 01-beautifol smiJefl at him from 
their donnrays lw ju:-;t glan<·<'cl at tlten1 
quickly and passed on . Kow when he had 
travelled for seven clays he came to an 
inn and wlten he iW t down at a table a 
"irl brou o·ht him beer and bread and b ,., 
cheese. 'l'hiR girl was very pretty, with 
brown Jiair and red cheeks. 
"You a rc Yet·y pretty," said BcYerlic 
to her. 
"Yes," said the gi1·l, srniling, "l know." 
Then she moved her hands and Beverlie 
saw th at t hey 11·erc Yrry large and rather 
red. 
'"l'hat won't do . " saitl De\'erlic, and he 
hastily fi nished 11 is lirP1H1 !!ml cheese, and 
went on. 
So he irn\·rlled 1'01· ,.;(•\·en more clays, 
and one c1ay he ea111e 1 o a <·anal " ·here a 
girl w a. w'ashi11g- elo1 ltcs. Dc\'cr1ie ad-
mired 11,., 1· Yer~r n11Jeh iilld tltong-l1t that 
lier hair was like golrl nnd her eyes were 
like viole ts. 
" Yon a re lJcantifnl." saicl nrrnrlic. 
"Arn T'!" said the g-i rl, an,l went on 
washin g- clothes. 
But B everlie was a ,.; lt arp yon11g mau 
and he knew that there must he a catch 
somewhere, and so he watched her. and 
after a wliile he found out that her 
ankles weren't quite slender enough. 
"'Bother! that's a nuisa nce," said · 
Beverlie, and went on again. For seven 
more days he travelled, and by this time 
you see his feet were tired, and b:e was 
beginning to hate having to peer at every 
(J'irl he saw because sometimes they turned 
b ' . h their heads away, and somctunes t ey 
lowered their heads in confus«on, and 
altogether it was quite hard to ~ec their 
faces. Well, at last (the third time, you 
know if you have read any literature, is alwa~s eventful) Beverlie came to a big 
town and here he met a beautiful young wom~n coming down the street. She was 
so loYely that BeYerlie, who had become 
almost blase, just stood and gazed at ltcr, 
and made funny noises in his throat. H e 
knew at once that this was the most beau-
tiful woman in tile world , so he stopped 
her, and said: 
"I love you"; an cl then he said: '·\\'ill 
you marry me?" 
But the young woman had been well 
brought up, and so she said: 
''But I don't know you.'' 
"Oh, that doesn't matter," said Bever-
lie , '' l\ly father is on the stock exchange.' ' 
"But I don 't love you anyway," said 
the beautiful girl. 
"Oh, but I 'cl make you," said Beverlie, 
bravely. 
" 'Well, anyway, I'm going to marry 
someone else," said the girl. 
"Oh, that makes a difference,'' said 
Bcverlie, sadly. 
"Yes," said the girl, "it does- and,. 
besides, how dare you speak to me in the 
street 1'' And she \rnnt on. 
Beverlie was so discouraged that for a 
long time he just sat on a doorstep and 
thought. 
And then, after quite a long til)le he 
got up and went on. The flrst woman he 
met was quite plain, but Beverlie asked 
her to marry him, and she said that she 
didn't mind ii' she did, and so they were· 
married. She turned out to be quite nice. 
and a very good cook, and so it wasn't so 
bad', and they lived happily ever after-· 
war a:'. 
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University Societies 
THE UNIVERSITY UNION. 
'Nit· second term drawing to a close, 
t he 1 lnion 's soeial aetiYities for the year 
are cmnpletecl. Commem. celebrations 
t hi 1-· yea r ~rerc as successful as eYer, the 
p ro 1 <' '-'~ iun in particular being one of the 
best y"t. ~ome three Ji undrecl and fift y 
member -. attended the dinner and dance, 
makin'" a slight increase o-:er last year's 
attendanee figures. The dance started 
shortly after 10 p.m., and finished at 3.45 
a .m., an d, as ilie Song Dook says, "Sic 
tran ·i1. ( 'ommem. ' ' 
The Rhodes scholar farewell dance 11·as 
l1eld on the JOtl1 July. Attendance at tllis 
ever-enj o_1·able function "·as extremely 
disappointing, not mol'e than sixty mem· 
hers hein g present. The reason for this 
small ·,.r tendance was probably the fac t 
iha1. : 1·011sic1erable number of dances 
were 1 ,.,] ,[ about that time. But this is 
not an ~xtnse, and " ·e would remind Union 
member -< that this i"nuetion is theii· own 
farewe .i to the H.J1ocles scholar, and should 
th eref( rt> be bette1· attended. However, 
th on!,"I l)()Orl~- attended, the dante was 
most 1e.1joyable, and the presentation of 
the u ·1rn l suitcase oteasionecl an unusually 
good ... p Jy from }fr. }fahoney. 
A: regards the business side of actiY-
itie:, it\' L'nion is still in difficulties with 
its emit -index. system, 01Ying to the fail-
ure of m Pmhers to fill in and return ques-
tionnaires. l11onns can be obtained from 
th e secretary or from 1''aculty represenla-
tives, :.ml considerable health will b~ 
afford<~d th e Union if those who have no1 
yet fiHed in questi:onnaires \rill do so as 
oon a,· possible . 
A ne\\. yentm·e has been unclertak~n tw 
t he Dnion in the publication of a month]:.' 
circ'1lar for clistrihution amongst under-
graduate,; and graduates. This is intended 
to supplement '' flalmahra.," and to main·· 
tain a closer connection with gmduates. 
The fir t issue is expected shortly after 
these notes go to the press. 
MEN 'S CLUB. 
The annual masked plain aud fan ~ > 
dress dance was held in i~e :Yiain Hall 1>11 
June 13th. It proved to be 1:'. partial snc · 
cess. The attendance was larger than 
expected, seei::ig that there were two other 
functions preceding it in the same week-
the Rhodes Scholar Fare\\·ell on the Wed-
nesday, and John's ball on the Friday. 
It is to be regretted that a more suitable 
date was not available. 
It is hope·::l that in the future- whether 
near or distant it is impossible to say-
that the Common Room will be renovated 
and become a place more suited for use as. 
a common room by the men, and as a hall 
for functions such as the Rhodes Scholar 
farewell, and for practice and prrform-
ances by the l\lnsical a11cl Dramatie So-
eieties. 
WOMEN'S CLUB. 
The end of last term sa\\· tli0 most im 
portant function held by the \Yornell 's 
Club-the annual da11cc 011 May lltli. 
Invitations were sent to the members o[ 
the Staff, the Men's Club, the Men Uracl-
uate•,' and Bvening ~)tudents' A~sociations, 
all of whom delighted their hostesses a.ud 
contributed to the evident success of th1) 
evening by attrnding in large numbers. 
As we go to press we arc busy makiJJg 
final preparations for this term 's functi(•ll 
-a social evening at whirh om· guests. 
will be the women oI Brisbane interested 
in public work. 
The Beautifying Committee lia~ more 
than justified its existence this term. 
Working on very uupromisiug material 
it has greatly improncl the appear-
ance as well as added to the comfort of 
the Common Room. Th e new couch is of· 
value from an artistic as 1.rnll as from a 
utilitarian point of view, and new cur-
tains are about to make their appearance . 
Cream painted walls and linoleum would' 
complete the effect. 
Our thanks are al~o due to l\Irs. Lo"·son,. 
our patroness, for her gift of pictures fo1· 
the Common Room. 
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DRAMATIC SOCIETY. 
There was much commendation by a 
good audience at C'remorne Theatl'e 
on the nights or July 2fith and 
27th, wl1e11 the Drnmatic Societ.r's players 
staged, for the fin;t time in Brisbane, . \. 
A. Milne 's four-act play, ''The Great 
Broxopp. '' 'rhe play was a financial suc-
cess, and the Creche and Kindergarten 
Society ought to benefit g1·eatly as a 
result. 
Th e Soci ety attempted sometliillg quite 
new this year in that an undergraduate 
orchestra was formed to play on the nights 
of the performances. l\fr. Vrank \\Tar-
brick very kindly lent us his valuable ser-
vices in putting the 01·chestra 1hrongh its 
paces. 
On Monday, June 13th, the Dramali<· 
Society produced four one-a<.:t plays in the 
lVIen's Common Roorn. The Society's 
stage had been set up in the Common 
Room and was fittecl out " ·itli curtains 
specially made Cnr the occasion, thanks to 
the ind1:stry of :i\Iiss \Yeame. 
The Uommon Jfoom was filled by an 
appreciative au<liencc, 1·epre::;entati,·e of 
the Senate, Staff, and Unc1e1·grnduatcs. 
Altogether, about t \\' O hundi·ed people 
were present, and from (;Ommenti-; made 
after the plays had bern perfol'med, 
everyone seemed to liave enjoyed the pro-
ductions very mnc-h. 
One ·of the plays, ''The Old Lady Shows 
H er Medals" ( by J. l\I. Barrie) was sub-
sequently produced at the Christian 
Union's conceit in the ~\lbert JlalI on 
June 19th, and ·was Yery well received. 
Everything in connection with the pro-
posed tour of the North is rnnning· 
smoothly. During first tel"!11 Yacation ~\lr. 
Kyle and Dr. Whitehouse acted as ad-
vance agents for the Dramatic Society, 
and established representative~ in each of 
the towns which we intend to visit-
Rockhampton, Mackay, Charterf.i Towers, 
Towm;ville, Cairns, Bundaberg, Mary-
borough, and Gympie. We are in touch 
with these representatives, and the reports 
received to date are very cheerful in tone 
and seem to point to a very successful 
-tour for the Society. 
'l'h e members of the cast will leave 
Brisbane on August 12th, and ·will a:rrive 
back on August 29th. The objeet of thi.s 
tour is not to swell the funds of t l e l}ra-
rnatic Society, but to bring tl1e l-ni •nsity 
into closer touch with the people nf the 
Northern towns, in Yiew of the pr nosed 
University Dri\'e next year. Conse1pently 
the Society has decided to divide t Le pro-
fits-and it is thought that there will be 
profits-among the loeal charities ~ , the 
various towns Yisited. 
MUSICAL SOCIETY. 
The :Jiusical Society ,,·ill giw its c·r,ncert 
this year on July 31st, in the . \llwrt Hall, 
when it will sing J. S. Dach 's "('hristwas 
Oratorio.'' From prrsen t indicatiom 
everything pro1mises well. 'l'he pra.cbC'es 
have been well attended, and the cnt.hu-
siasm dfrplayed gives ns great hopes for 
the 31st. 'l'he soloists are Misse. Isabel 
~\ndrews and Mildred Drll, 2\fr rs. C'. 
lTngerer and J. Hunter. 
Our plans for the rest of the ~·eat are 
as yet not finalised, hut in all pro],,, bility 
we will C'Oncentrate on Madrigals. 
WIDER EDUCATION SOCIETY. 
Since the p11 hlication of the la;;.t issue 
of "Galmahra," the W.KS. ha. had 
several interesting lrrhnes. )frs. ~-r«thau 
Levi'1e, wife of tlie Jewish Rahhi. told us 
some entertaining· details of ".Jewi h 
Dietary Laws," in a Yer)' bright " .yle of 
lecturing. 
·we were extremely fortunate in laving 
for our last lecturer in first term )fr. L, ,J. 
Brain, A.F.C., to talk to us on the "Possi-
bilities of Commercial ;\ viation in Au. -
tralia " The Mods. Room was filled to 
overflowing with an interested anrl1ence, 
who expressed great appreciation f1f M1» 
Brain's excellent lecture. 
Mr. A. E. Harte was our first lecturer 
for second term, and his very illumi nating 
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a<ldl'e,,,, on the ~tock Exchange explained 
th1, mysteries of bulls and bears; and 
bond" and bucket-shops. 
A "c• mewhat novel feature appeared in 
the inte resting lecture given by l\Ir. Frank 
'IV fl.rbrick on ".Modern l\Iusical Develop-
m eni ~. ·'in that he illustrated many of his 
remar·k-; on the piano. He played pieces 
of th" modern English school-Bax, lre-
larnl, \-1n1ghan-\Yilliams, etc.-and of the 
llung:u-ian and German schools. This lec-
ture 11 a ,; exttcrnely Yaluablc, and \\"e hope 
later '•l arrange se,·eral of a similar type. 
Om next lecturer was Professor ,\lco('k 
who, in ('liaraeteristically \ritty and iu-
form<JliYe style addressed us Ol! "Tbe 
lli:-;1ori\·al Outlook l Tpon lJife and \York ." 
Lai,,r. \1·e l1ad the Uommissioner fol' 
Railwa.1·s, ~lr. J. \\'. DaYiclso11, who spoke 
on ''Ha il ways all([ 'l'hei1· Organisation , '' 
and ri· , YeQ' apposite remarks made clear 
the .·y-ct.(' Jll or organisation m;ed i11 .\me1·-
iea an· l Queensland. 
1)1 Hi·~·an ddiYerl'd J1is lecture on "'l'ht· 
Ueolo~i(·a l Hasis of (~ueensla11Ll fodus-
trwH," in the Ueology 'l'heatre, and those 
p1·esen• expressed their· appreeiation oi 
tbe cdw·ationa l Yalue of this le<>tnre. 
We are to lm\'e Dr. ('umbrae-::ltewart 
shortly, who will addl'ess us on ~he Yerv 
i'11ci•esting· subject, "lnterna.ional Hela-
tionships _\ff'ening .. Australia." 
We hupe to get at a later d::ite l\Ir. 
L an"e PO\\'ell, President of the Queens-
land Institute of Architects, to speak to 
us of -he' 'Tlistorieal Aspect of ~\rchitee­
ture' : .Jlr. llay11" on "Yiolin l\lusie'' 
(witli illustrations, we hope ) ; ~Ir. Cum-
ming~ on ''Commerce''; the Editor of the 
'' Coul'ier'' on '' :i\Iodern J ournalisti(~ 
)1 ethocl "; the serretary oi one of the 
Fnion:, on '"l'he DeYelopment of the 
Trade Union"; and Mr. Brain again, wh0 
·will xhow us several photographs durirg-
the address. 
We expect, therefore, to ]iaye several 
intere. ting addresses, and hope that all 
w:i11 · avail themselves of the opportunity 
of h<>aring these educational lectures. 
DEBATING SOCIETY. 
The Debating Society opened ·its activ-
ities for the year with a debate 011 the 
subject "That the obtaining of degrees 
plays too important a part in modern 
university education.'' 'l'his and succeed-
ing debates were fairly well attended, 
but it must be ~·aid that tile attendance.:; 
show a marked decrease on those of lasL 
year. The women, although the more 
constant in attendance, are less mcliEed 
to speak than the men, and this extra-
ordinary state of affairs has thrown the 
main responsibility of speaking from t!tc 
table on those willing horses, the gradu-
ates. There is, ho\\·ever, an abundance of 
undergraduate men speakers. 
Two Parliamentary debates Jrn,·e hccn 
held this year. , \ t the first a ''Bill to 
Amend the Malpractices of the Staff and 
Stmlents of the l!niversity of Queensland 
in their dealing;;, witl1 one another" wa,; 
defeated on the first reacli11g· aHcr an 
interesting cle bate. In the seroncl a "Biil 
to Re Ii eye l 'nemployment" was pushed 
tl1rough the committee stage by the Hon. 
Prrmie1· (~h. Hanger), after a very 
stormy session, clue chiefly to the unrnly 
hrlun·io11r of the L'entre Party. 
'l'he Inter- '\'arsity debate~ are to be 
helcl in Hobart in the .i\ ugust-SeDtember 
yar·a.tiou. hut owing to a hitch in the 
arrangements the cl1osen subjects have not 
yet bren receiYell , As £a1· as can he ascer-
tain<>rl there is a gJod Yariety of speal<rrs 
from which to choose a team, and we can 
therefore hope for reasonable suc('ess in 
the forthcoming contests. 
CHRISTIAN UNION. 
'l.'he activities of the Christian Union 
haYe been continued throughout the term. 
The weekly md-day addresses have been 
given ~\'ith but few lapses, and will be 
continued for a few weeks into third term. 
'l.'he concert whirh was held in June· 
yielded a profit of about £12. 
At present there are seven study circles 
functioning-two men's cil'cles, four 
women's circles, and a leaders' circle. 
A one-clay conference is to be held at 
St. Lucia on Saturday, lOth At1g1~st. The 
study is "Facing Up to Life," and the 
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leaders of the Conference will be Revs. 
Dean Batty, Canon Stevenson, Canon 
Robin, H. M. W11eller, II. D. Campbell, 
and W . .A. Hardie, Dr. F'. Vl. Robinson, 
and Mr. W. J. 'l'unley. We anticipate a 
very pleasant and profitable day and urge 
all of those wl10 are in any way i:::it:n·estecl 
in the Student Christian l\fo,·e1rent to 
attend. 
Within the next week or two it is in-
tended to compile our list of memben-;hip 
of those willing to accept the 1\im and 
Basis of the Movement, which is as fol-
lowR: "The Australian Student Christian 
1fovement is a fellowship of students (and 
others) who seek throngi"l -;tudy, prayer, 
and service to know jesus, with the pur-
pose of living· by the truth the:· find in 
Him. The Movement bases its activities 
on the principles: That J esus Christ is the 
supreme revelation 0f God and of true 
manhood; that Ch'.:i~tian faith in God 
challenges men and women to devote 
themselves wholly to the serYic-e of the 
Kingdom of God in every sphere of pri-
Yate and corporate life. The 1\Io vement 
seeks to unite all students in a friendship 
whi~h shall give them opportunity nnd 
help to test the trnth of Christ's vVav 0f 
Life." . 
WHEN WIT AND BEAUT,Y l\IARRY. 
'When wit and bea,uty marry, 
Then love may n~ver tarry, 
But hastened in his coming be, 
And hastened in hi.s wooing he, 
Before his prize be won. -
And there's a t~ngled meeting, 
And there's suspiCious greeting, 
And many hostile. face·s 
Ar.rl hate in secret places 
Before poor love be done. 
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University Sport 
FOOTBALL CLUB. 
The :F'Q\otball Club is cont'i.nuing its 
good work of last year, and is again hav-
ing a most successful season. 
At present the ''A'' team occupies 
second place on the B.R.L. premiership list, 
and has great hopes of again reaching the 
finals. lt has figured in two Cup finals, 
the Pike and Officials' Cups, but has been 
beatf\n on both occasion.:; by narrow mar-
gins. 
On July 16th, a match \\·as played 
against a Korth Queensland side, and 
after a fine game resulted in a win for the 
Northerners by two points. 
The "B" team although not successful 
in winning matches, lias played eons:st-
ently throughout the season, and sho\\'S a 
marked improYement on B teams of pre-
i·ious years. Several players furnished 
from this team lrnYe made good in th" 
'·, \" team. 
Irwin, Lockie, I\icholson, and Mines 
were selected with the Brisbane team 
against North Queensland. In addition 
Irwin captained the Brisbane team in this 
match, .:rnd we offer our congratulations 
to all on their selection. 
The team will visit Sydney for the 
annual inter- 'Varsity matc·n during· next 
Yacation. 
A dance was l>e1 rt on June 151h and 
proved a social and financial success , 
MEN 'S TENNIS CLUB. 
Up to the the present the }1.'r.c. 
has had a highly successful year in certain 
respects, no-c so successful in others. 
.Among the latter may be mentioned our 
annual danc~ which was held on June 
29th. The weather treated us with its 
usual lack of consideration, and as several 
inches of rain fell on that night, the dance 
was hardly a financial success, 
A tournament, both singles aIJcl do" bles, 
is still being held. It will probably be 
finished by the time the University is es-
tablished at St. Lucia. 
The inter-College tennis was won by 
Emmanuel, and King's narrowly defeated 
John's for second place. 
The club has two teams playi.115- i ii 
Q.L.T . .L\ . fixtures at Milton, and one m 
M.l\LL. 11' .. '\.. The latter has 1JDet with in-
different s1H:cess, though \\'inning 1,11or~ 
matches than it has lost. In Q.L .'l'.A. the 
second team liad no difficulty iu winning 
its division and is now in a l1igli e · gr· de, 
The first team, \d1iclt gained seeo d pl~ce 
in its div:IBion in the first round, has quite 
a good chance of winning the second 
round. 
On Wednesday, July l'lth, a match was 
played against the Staff on the ,'ta f[ 
courts. Despite slig·ht irregu i<1 ritic:-; i11 
the surface of the courts, a mo-; t enj·oy-
able gamr resulted, which ~was \rnn by t he 
students by 3 rubbers 6 sets 5'.Z game:-; to 
1 rubber 4 sets 45 gam es. Af1.emocm tea 
was served by the ·worneu's 'renuis Club. 
to whom we tender our sincere thanks. 
Inter-faculty tennis c-omme11c· c•" before 
the end of tlte term. and will he i >Layed on 
whatever courts are available. 
MEN 'S HOCKEY CLUB. 
During the term a s1·c011d B grntle team 
was entereJ in the Q.ll .. \ . fixtur Ps, <ml 
this speaks well for the intel'est which is 
now taken in hockey at the ' \"al';;ity. 
Tn the elimination round of ll1c A gr:.ule 
fixtuves, the '\" arsity team came 4th on t 
of eleven teams. It cousequeu tly no w 
plays in the first division of the A grade, 
but so far it ltas not met 11·it h rnuch s uc·-
cess. Of the four games played to dat e we 
have lost two, clra\\"n one and won one. 'l'he 
B I. team has met 11·ith remarkable suceess 
so far and has au undefeated record. lt 
has drawn 3 games and has won .five, 
The B II. team has not yet 't11et wi th an~' 
success, though some c-lose gam es have 
been played. 
'!.'he Hockey Club dance was held on _ 
July 6th, and was a succ:ess hoth . ocially 
and financially. 
The inter-Faculty ~10ckey commenced 
on Wednesday, the 24th, and l~ ngineer­
ing and Science play off in the final next 
Wednesday. 
Th e Inter-'Varsity hockey carnival is 
being held in Brisbane this year, and there 
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will be Yisiting teams from Adelaide, Mel-
bouTne and Sydney, All the matches will 
be- played on the Exhibition Oval on the 
2] :-;t, 22lld, and 23rcl ~\.ugust. 
won from Sydney by a narrow margin. 
The good condition of the track . made it 
possible for men to put forward excellent 
performances; with the result that seven 
records were broken. J. G. Harrison was 
beaten in the half-mile, though breaking 
his record established last year. J. Port-
ley, the representative in the shot put, wa 
the only Queenslander to win an event. 
A Combined Anstralian Univcn;ities Y. 
Queen,'land match has been arranged for 
Saturday, 24th, and this should be a good 
draw. 
ATHLETIC CLUB. 
The mmual 'Yarsity and inter-Coll eg•3 
sports were held on the Exhibition Oval 011 
May l5th. Por the thinl time J. G. 1Ta1·-
rison wa s winner of the Wilkinson Cup. 
In the inter-College contest St. John',; 
again had an ea~y Yictory on•r King's, 
with :Emmanuel in third place. 
On May 29th, tlH• inter-'Varsit,· meet-
ing wa. held at the Exhibition . ::Vfelbourne 
A contest in Sydney between the New 
Zealand and combined Australian univer-
sities resulted in an easy victory for the 
home team. Harrison was not available 
for this meeting, and Portley was unable 
to make the trip south. 
It seems unlikely that a team will go 
to .Adelaide next year, though probably 
the club will be able to sc>ncl one or tw:) 
of its best performers. 
TO OONS'I\llNCE. 
Have you forgot your promise which you 
made? 
Are all your vows <S withered leaves that fall 
Unfeelingly to earth? I was afraid 
Those vows rang falsely true; and yet the 
call 
My being made to yours seemed answered , 
when 
You spoke that life-awakening word to me. 
Now do I see what I was blind to then, 
And in my blindness then had thought to 
see. 
Then did I think you were not as the rest 
Who idly promise-and their promise fail. 
Small difference lies between the worst ·and 
best: 
You are but woman, and, as woman, frail ... 
Now go you hence; let your good-byes be 
brief! 
Leave me alone, to mourn in lonely grief. 
JUNIUS. 
,; 
·! 
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Student Benefactions 
The present state of the fnud is:-
£ s. d. 
Library capital fund 24J ti lU 
" 
Interest 14 9 6 
Arts . . 50 8 0 
Science 30 0 ti 
Engineering 32 4 0 
Law .. 8 12 7 
Specified 146 19 4 
Union 100 4 7 
Sports 27 14 8 
At discretion of Senate 3 3 0 
Grand Total £659 3 0 
'l'he. interest of tile Library being an1il-
able it has been allotted to tile Arts 
}'a('ulty for the purchase of spe('ial books. 
It is interesting to note that tl1e _\rts fund 
has reached its half-centur~· mark . 'l'lie 
committee, in its " ·ork tli ;s year, made as 
on e of its objeetiYes thr raisiug of ]1'aeulty 
funds to t11e minimum -£100 on which th0e 
interest could he utilised. 
_\ neditable rise in faC'ulty totals is 
noticeahle. It is to be hope2l (and the 
attention of artists is clra11·n to the fact) 
that an effort will be made to raise the 
_\ rt~ sum to £100. T11 e interest heing tlrns 
aYailabl.e, some necessarr and Ycry desir-
a hle articles may he at OJH·e acquirrd, e ,g., 
sets of lantern slides of litei-ary and artis-
tic interest and information, gTamophone 
r cconls in phonetics, books, pictures, and 
the like. Until tlie sum reaches -£100 no 
interest at all is availablP. _\rtists, get 
your century on the board ! 
In another regard some effort miol1t he 
made on tl1e lines of the American ,; class-
rn ethod.'' The graduates of an~' certain 
year may wi:; li to eombiue in making some 
gift iH kind, tile gif t to be inscribed a · 
from graduates ol. . . (the particular year ) . 
'rhe writer tlii11ks this method might 
irnssibly haYe au appeal to grnduands and 
graduate:;. lf so, they would do well to 
begin thinking of it now. Suggestions of 
any desirable gifts will readily be offered 
by the committee. 
_\.J1other 1Yorthy gift 11 onld be one of 
. \.nstralian boohs for tl1e Fryer Memorial 
Library. 
']'lie reprcsentati1·es o[ the committee in 
C'Ountry districts are as follo1rs :-
:\Jiss B . Ludgate, D ,A. , Rockliarnpton . 
}lr. D. Hamilton, )[.Sc. , Towni,;yilJe. 
}lr. R (', I l<Jmilton, B.-\., Warwiek. 
:Miss V S('olt, 13.SC'., 'ro011"0omba. 
nfr. Dinning, 13 ., \ ., 'L'oo,\"Oom ha. 
}lr. .J. llnnt, JL \ .. ] ps1Yich. 
)!iss l'. Hc,dgens, B .• 1., Ipswich . 
)fr. E. G. Harris. B.~c·., Southpo rt. 
~\Jiss \Y. :F'ittoek. D .• \ .. Southport. 
Mr. R. Mills, B.Sc .. Charters To,rers. 
Mr. Hanger, C::ympie. 
Those who haYe not yet sig·ned their· 
names in the book are reminded to do so 
as soon as they arc able. A year is giYen 
for benefactors to sign. In the eyent of 
its lapse the president of the committee 
signs in the benefactor's stead. The yea~· 
so far shows a creditable rise in th:e 
amount of gifts-tl1e objeetives being-
almost realised. The next degree day total 
should show this fully accomplished. 
E.G.W. 
OOXTE:\IPLATIONS. 
Spires 
Rising tall; 
Man's art 
Conquers all. 
Rainbows 
Dewdrops 
On a rose; 
Nature's jewels 
Do disclose. 
In the sky; 
God's marvels 
They imply. 
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Until a day ot· two before going tu press 
it looked as though Galmalira had suffered 
<t rPlapse into its old complaint, and that 
it 1rould he a Jiarcl task to briug it up to 
the minimum number of pages-tliirty-
six-rcquired by the regulations of th<:> 
l'nion. 'rhen came a deluge of articles 
11·liic·lt ],ept the editor busy selcding, cor-
reeting, and preparing generally, for 
publication. Some had to be rejected 
either on aecount of quality or _of subject. 
Duplication of subjects is unfortunate, hut 
llll aYoicla ble. 
~\ ccording to the l.7nion regulations, the 
third iRsue of (ialrnahra shall he pub-
lished "not late1· than the fifth wrek in 
'l'hi1·c1 'rcrm." Contributors arc tlwreforc 
asked to make full use of the coming Yaca-
tion to eomplete their articles, so that the 
rnsh caused hy the latrness of copy this 
.trnn may not be repeated. "\ s (ialmah1·a 
lias to he irnhlishecl not later than the 
fifth \\'eel\, copy must he in by the encl 
of the four1h week at the latest; hut the 
earlier, t lie better. 
C'ertain clnh sN•retaries haYc' failed to 
1wov icle notcR for this issue. Such notes 
are essential if Galmahra is to represent 
all hranches of 'Yarsity life. The secre-
ta 1·ies in question ai·e thercfo1·e requested 
llOt to fail next term. 
·with regard to original con1 l'ilmtions 
appearing in tl1is issue. tl1crr are a frw 
things to he said. Fntil 1926-1Yl1en they 
were abolished-" 'Yarsity Yanities" 
figmrd largely in (ialmahra. lt has been 
thought achisahle to rPviYe them, and as 
there set"ms to he eon .·i<le1·ahle talent al 
the 'Yarsity to-day in the p1·odnetion of 
light Yen;e and skits generally, on sub-
jects connected \\·ith 'Yal'Sity life, such 
eontribntions \\·ill lw wekomed . "\ncl so 
it is hoped that in tlir Oetoher issue the 
Yanities may rcc·ein their foll title. 
Whether in rrsponse to, or independent 
of, the appeal for artieles dealing 1Yith 
the lighter side of life, eontrihntions of 
sueh a nature were received, and, it is 
hoped, haYe found adequate representa-
tion in these pages. _ 
It is pleasing to note the quantity of 
Yersc submitted from different sources. 
·w·e have not been compelled to rely on 
just one or two eontrilmtors for the yerse 
puhlisl1ecl 
* * * 
It seems that many Union lll.emhers do 
not receive copies of tl1e ::\fagazine. Bnr~· 
effort is made to see that members receiYe 
their copies, but in many eases tl1P ai.1-
dresses arc not kno\\·n . Ii would be of 
great assistance to us, as "·ell as to the 
l!nion, if those who 1H1Ye failed to do so 
would, as soon as po-;qible. send to the 
Union tl1e infomrntion asJ,ed for on the 
questionnaires. 
:Miss M:civer has kirnUv offered to sell 
Galmahra to sucl1 as desire extra copies. 
These accordingly may he obtained at tl1c 
Lihrary, fm· the sum of eighteen-pence. 
---0---
EXCHANGES. 
Hermes; ::\[elbourne 1.:-ninrsity ::\[aga-
zrne; The Black Swan; Adelaide Lni,·er-
sity ::\fagazine; Otago Uniyersity RcYit•\\·; 
.A ncklancl UniYersity l\[agazine; ::\Iaga-
zine o.f Uniwrsity College, London; 'l'hc 
Platypus. 


